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Ensure your products comply with the latest regulations and conform to 
industry best practices through a holistic solution that covers the entire 
lifecycle of a product, gives insights about its contents, and includes label-
ing and datasheets for the product itself.

6 Product Compliance

In Chapter 2, we began to discuss product compliance and how SAP Governance, 
Risk, and Compliance (SAP GRC) can help you ensure product compliance. But 
product compliance is more than just making sure that you record your products 
and legislation information; as you can see in Figure 6.1, a growing number of 
laws and regulations require that you keep a record of which specific materials or 
ingredients were used in self-produced or purchased end products. All of the pro-
cesses needed to support those product compliance activities are supported by 
SAP Product Compliance and SAP Environment, Health, and Safety Management 
(SAP EHS Management) offerings.

Figure 6.1  Regulations
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External pressure to ensure product safety and compliance is on the rise, and 
manufacturing companies are increasingly being held accountable for the envi-
ronmental and safety performanceof their products. As a result, product compli-
ance is becoming a core business activity. The introduction of new and more 
complex product laws such as Registration, Evaluation, and Authorization of 
Chemicals (REACH) and Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS, or Directive 
2002/95/EC) has led to more detailed product information, often reflected on 
product labels. REACH is a new EU regulatory framework for chemicals; RoHS 
originated in the European Union and restricts the use of specific hazardous 
materials found in electrical and electronic products. All applicable products in 
the EU market after July 1, 2006, must pass RoHS compliance.

Consumers are spreading social pressure fostered by other organizations, includ-
ing Greenpeace and the World Wildlife Foundation (WWF), to produce and con-
sume products in a sustainable and green way, effectively keeping the impact on 
the environment to a minimum.

On the whole, product compliance focuses on managing the full scope of global 
regulatory requirements, integrated with all business processes associated with 
internal, customer, and supplier compliance management and reporting. SAP 
GRC has already been covered in Chapter 2, so this chapter will focus on SAP EHS 
Management, the use of SAP Audit Management to perform product-related 
audits, and the Operational Risk Management process, focusing on compliance 
regarding workers safety by a proactive risk-based approach. We’ll start by 
explaining how product compliance and REACH are supported and then describe 
parts of product safety and stewardship used for product compliance.

Product compliance touches all the business processes in which internal stake-
holders, customers, and suppliers perform activities related to products. Product 
compliance processes seek to improve regulatory compliance by achieving the 
following:

� Secured and compliant operations

� Improved auditability of information and actions

� Reduced risk of fines and penalties

� Reduced risk by permanent compliance tracking with internal and external 
regulations
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Similarly, they seek to increase transparency and accountability, with the follow-
ing results in mind:

� Improved transparency and reliable auditability of activities

� Establishment of one source of the truth

� Improvement of regulatory compliance

� Standardization of processes and tools, which improves SAP EHS Management 
performance and reduces costs

� Reduced operating cost and increasing efficiency by reducing inventory levels

� Improved brand value and corporate reputation by sustainable operations

Let’s walk through the solutions that SAP Product Compliance offers.

The solution overview of SAP Product Compliance consists of the four end-to-end 
sustainability processes shown in Figure 6.2. These processes provide a complete 
set of solutions to manage sustainability programs across your organization:

� Operational Risk Management 
This includes the key processes that create a comprehensive solution for man-
agement of operational risks. Based on a continuous improvement model, risk 
assessment can be performed proactively and incidents recorded to learn from 
them.

� Embedded product compliance 
This end-to-end process focuses on all aspects of product safety from “cradle to 
grave” (described in detail in Section 6.3).

� SAP Energy and Environmental Resource Management 
This focuses on reducing energy use as well as maintaining compliance with 
environmental requirements. (This topic falls outside the scope of this book.)

� Sustainability reporting and analytics 
This provides a comprehensive view of all sustainability reporting and helps to 
drive strategic initiatives. (This topic falls outside the scope of this book.)

Operational Risk Management is both relevant from a product perspective and 
for managing a safe work environment for maintenance and service workers—
which is why we’ve included it here. The solution is an integrated closed-loop 
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process, which mainly uses SAP EHS Management functionality, but the out-
comes of risk assessments and safety measures can be used as input for mainte-
nance or service activities.

Although it once stood on its own, SAP REACH Compliance has been folded into 
SAP EHS Management. Within SAP PLM, SAP EHS Management forms part of 
SAP’s sustainability offering, as shown in the solution map in Figure 6.2. SAP EHS 
Management forms one generic platform to support all environment, health, and 
safety processes and contemporary challenges.

Embedded into SAP ERP, SAP Product Compliance consists of the end-to-end pro-
cesses and the functions shown in Figure 6.3. Embedded product compliance 
provides you with the ability to do the following:

� Manage your product’s environment, health, and safety master data effectively 
and efficiently.

� Communicate critical SAP EHS Management data within the supply chain.

� Provide evaluation tools to check product compliance within the product 
development process.

� Integrate product compliance and safety controls within existing processes to 
mitigate business risk.

Figure 6.2  Overview of SAP Solutions for Sustainability
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� Embed product compliance within procurement, SAP Quality Management 
(QM), order management, SAP Extended Warehouse Management (SAP 
EWM), and SAP Transportation Management (TM).

� Provide reporting capabilities to support compliance, safety, and end-of-life 
information to customers, authorities, or other stakeholders.

In this chapter, we’ll dedicate subsections to the embedded product compliance 
functions. Section 6.1 will cover product compliance and REACH compliance, 
and Section 6.2 will cover all the other functions, which are all part of SAP EHS 
Management. The chapter will finish with coverage of SAP Audit Management, a 
new component introduced in SAP ERP to plan and execute audits.

So why does it make sense for SAP Product Compliance to be an embedded solu-
tion? Because the product information is used through the entire logistic value 
chain, the compliant data that is used throughout your organization needs to be 
reflected in all the processes and process steps where it’s used. Figure 6.4 shows 
the most important touch points of this data regarding other components within 
SAP ERP, such as the following:

� SAP Logistics General (LO), such as material master data maintenance and busi-
ness partner details

� SAP Materials Management (SAP MM) for procurement and SAP Inventory 
Management (SAP MM–IM) activities

� SAP Sales and Distribution (SD) for selling of your products to customers

Figure 6.3  End-to-End Process Product Compliance per Product Stage
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� SAP Logistics Execution (LE) for SAP EWM

� SAP Plant Maintenance (SAP PM) for maintenance master data and processes 
data such as safety measures, corrective actions, and standard operating proce-
dures

� SAP EHS Operational Risk Management to perform product-related risk assess-
ments and implement measures and controls to mitigate these risks; it includes 
providing safety measures to maintenance planners and engineers performing 
work on these products, which will be discussed from a product and asset per-
spective in Section 6.3

� SAP ERP Human Capital Management (SAP ERP HCM) for organization struc-
ture management to hold employees, organizational structures and exposure 
groups, and training and certification data

Manufacturers from all different types of industries need to prove the safety of 
their substances, products, and respective uses according to relevant product leg-
islation, such as REACH, or to provide proof of compliance with environmental 
directives, such as RoHS, Joint Industry Guide for the electrotechnical industry 
(JIG), and Global Automotive Declarable Substance List (GADSL).

Figure 6.4  Integration
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Within SAP Product Compliance, two main end-to-end processes are supported: 
product compliance and REACH compliance. They are part of the SAP Business 
Suite’s SAP EHS offering and support both the process industry and the discrete 
industry meeting the respective directives and regulations.

Technically, SAP Product Compliance and REACH Compliance are comprised of 
two subcomponents:

� Portal application 
This Java WebDynpro application integrated in the SAP NetWeaver Portal 
communicates with the SAP ERP database.

� SAP ERP 
SAP EHS Management as a prerequisite means that the same data basis is used, 
thus avoiding the storage of redundant data.

These core SAP product and REACH compliance processes are supported by three 
general functions: task management and BOM transfer, worklist management, 
and data exchange.

Task Management

Task management enables you to coordinate activities between the various par-
ties involved in executing compliance checks by using tasks. You can set up tasks 
either automatically or manually and assign them to one or more people. The sys-
tem can generate tasks automatically in the following processing situations, after 
they have been configured:

� Bill of material to bill of services transfer (BOM–BOS transfer)

� Product compliance checks and REACH compliance checks

� Data imports and exports (see the information about the data exchange func-
tion of product compliance in Table 6.2)

� Content provider integration

The automatic creation of tasks is based on the system messages generated during 
the processing of the program. Task management can then be used to process, 
execute, delegate, monitor, and document the tasks. Figure 6.5 shows an example 
of task management where a task is being created and assigned to a vendor. Tasks 
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can have different statuses, and they are updated during execution. Worklist 
management allows the automated processing of tasks.

Bill of Material Transfer

This function enables you to import material master data and BOM data into a 
specification structure. You can choose SAP systems or external product data 
management systems to transfer materials that you manufactured or materials 
that were manufactured by a supplier, which must be set up in the system config-
uration. The following application scenarios are supported:

� Creation of a new specification structure

� Update of an existing specification structure

� Automatic BOM transfer when the BOM is changed.

The system does the following with automatic transfer:

1. Creates the individual specifications and links them bidirectionally with the 
material master data record to preserve the structure of the BOM.

2. For each product or product part that is supplied, creates a supplier-specific ex-
ternal specification.

Figure 6.5  Task Management
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3. For each product or product part that is produced in different plants, creates a 
plant-specific specification.

4. If Perform Checks is selected, performs the standard checks automatically. 
The result of the BOM transfer is displayed in a log list, and a task of the type 
BOM is generated in task management.

Worklist Management

Worklist management collects open tasks from task management and allows 
automated background processing. You can use this function to monitor specifi-
cation changes in advance of product compliance and REACH compliance checks. 
By monitoring changes in the database, worklist management determines new 
check requirements and identifies documents and declarations that need updat-
ing to ensure and proactively monitor product changes and the necessary product 
compliance checks.

To trigger the follow-up steps, monitor the changes made in Specification Man-
agement using the change documents that are generated each time a change is 
made in the specification database. Table 6.1 explains which changes lead to the 
generation of items in the worklist, based on the worklist type. Figure 6.6 shows 
an example of a worklist.

Worklist Type Evaluation of the Following Changes

Check worklist � Changes to legal content—legal information on pure 
substances and pure substance groups

� Changes to the assignment of declarable substances

Declaration worklist � Changes to revised entries

� Changes to the assignment of declarable substances

� Changes to identifiers

Check worklist and declara-
tion worklist

� Creation of a specification

� Changes to weight properties

� Changes to compliance properties

� Changes to the product structure (composition)

Table 6.1  Events That Trigger Worklist Item 
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Data Exchange

Using the data exchange function, you can exchange data electronically with 
customers and suppliers. Data exchange is supported in the formats listed in 
Table 6.2.

Figure 6.6  Worklist

Format Explanation

Import and export of IMDS files Enables exchange of files based on the International 
Material Data System (IMDS)

Import and export of data in 
AIAG format

Enables exchange of files in Compliance Connect data 
format as defined by the Automotive Industry Action 
Group (AIAG)

Import and export of data in CfP 
XML format

Import and export data based on the CfP XML format

Exchange of WWI documents Import and exports documents based on SAP’s Win-
dows Word Processor Integration (WWI) tool

Import of data in IEEE format Import data in IEEE format, a format which is used in 
the electrical and electronic industry

Import of IPC 1752 Ability to exchange data in the IPC 1752 format 
(international standard)

Table 6.2  Supported Data Exchange Formats 
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Both the product compliance and REACH processes lean heavily on the data pro-
vided by SAP EHS Management because they use this data as the backend when 
performing all their process steps.

The Product Compliance Process

The process supported for product compliance is shown in Figure 6.7 and 
described in the list following.

1. Specification management 
You manage the necessary specification data by creating a specification for 
each product using the BOM transfer. The specification describes the environ-
mental properties of a product and is used as a basis for all compliance checks.

2. Worklist management 
You use worklist management to monitor the changes made in Specification 
Management. It triggers the relevant follow-up steps after specifications have 
been changed.

3. Compliance check 
You perform compliance checks either automatically or manually, of which a 
number are being delivered with the standard system. If required, you can 
define additional checks. Figure 6.8 shows the Compliance Workbench.

PDF Ability to exchange product data via PDF format

Export of data as output variants Ability to export specification data to Microsoft Excel 
via an output variant.

Customer-specific import and 
export interfaces

Ability to define your own specific formats for 
exchanging data with other systems

Format Explanation

Table 6.2  Supported Data Exchange Formats (Cont.)

Figure 6.7  Product Compliance Process
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4. Supplier communication 
If necessary, you request and import additional data from suppliers. This data 
is needed to complete the specification data for materials that are produced by 
an external supplier. To organize the communication with suppliers, you can 
use campaigns.

5. Compliance analyses and reports 
You can analyze the results of compliance checks to internally display the com-
pliance status of a product at different levels. You can also document the check 
results in reports to inform authorities and customers of the compliance status. 
A number of compliance analyses and reports are delivered with the standard 
system. If required, you can define additional analyses and reports.

6. Data export to customers 
To provide compliance data to your customers, you can use the electronic data 
exchange function. Interfaces for different exchange formats are delivered 
with the standard system (e.g., the AIAG and IMDS).

REACH Compliance Process

The process supported by SAP REACH compliance is shown in Figure 6.9 and 
described in the list following.

1. Material assessment 
Determine the REACH relevance of materials using the material assessment. 
During this process, the system determines the materials that are relevant for 

Figure 6.8  Compliance Workbench
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the REACH regulation and how the materials are affected by it. The process 
consists of the following subprocesses:

� Rough material assessment

� Precise material assessment

� Real substance assessment

� Substance composition maintenance

2. Supply chain collaboration 
You manage the data that is required on the material level to determine the use 
of substances. In conjunction with collecting the relevant data, maintaining 
good communication with your customers and suppliers is important for the 
REACH process of collating use information and the corresponding exposure 
scenarios. To request information on uses of materials from your customers or 
from suppliers, you can use campaigns.

3. Substance data management 
You manage the REACH-relevant data on the substance level. The information 
on uses provided by the system after a successful aggregation of material data 
is automatically transferred to the substances you need to register. To organize 
the registration, you need additional data that can be maintained in substance 
management.

4. Endpoint data management 
To register a substance for your legal entity with the European Chemicals 
Agency (ECHA), you must provide information on the effects of the substance 
on human health and the environment. That means that you have to provide 
data on the physiochemical behavior, toxicology, and ecotoxicology. This data 
is called endpoint data and is maintained in the International Uniform Chemi-
cal Information Database (IUCLID), which is used to capture, store, maintain, 
and exchange data on intrinsic and hazardous properties of chemical sub-
stances. SAP Product Compliance and REACH Compliance also allows you to 
add further administrative data (e.g., costs). The data in SAP Product Compli-
ance, REACH Compliance, and IUCLID are matched using a synchronization 

Figure 6.9  Reach Compliance Process
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process. In addition, SAP Product Compliance and REACH Compliance provide 
an overview of the coverage status of your endpoint substances.

5. Registration management 
You start and monitor the registration of a substance for each legal entity. reg-
istration management supports you in organizing your registrations for each 
legal entity. These processes comprise the collaboration in a Substance Infor-
mation Exchange Forum (SIEF) and with the European Chemicals Agency 
(ECHA), the completion of endpoints, and the submission of the IUCLID 5 dos-
sier.

6. Portfolio reporting 
You can export REACH compliance data for reporting purposes. Figure 6.10
gives an example of a dashboard for REACH Compliance.

Beyond the activities you have to undertake in SAP GRC, you also have to collect 
and ensure product compliance in the operational steps during production and 
manufacturing or trading activities. These activities, such as different functional-
ities; environmental, occupational and product safety processes; regulatory com-
pliance; and corporate responsibility are supported by SAP EHS Management.

Figure 6.10  REACH Dashboard
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The following section provides you with a functional overview of SAP EHS Man-
agement and a focused look at product-relevant areas.

6.1 SAP Environment, Health, and Safety Management

SAP EHS Management enables you to maintain the product data necessary for 
product compliance and product safety. The product master data is used when 
executing operational activities because it’s embedding corporate policies, com-
pliance, and environmental, health, and safety information within your business 
processes for human resources, logistics, production, and finance.

Figure 6.11 gives you an overview of SAP EHS Management, detailing how its 
subcomponents are grouped together in the three main business areas or main 
pillars, which are tightly integrated and at times overlap. It supports the follow-
ing:

� Health and safety 
Provides an enterprise-wide platform to ensure the safety and well-being of 
employees and communities and includes the following:

� Hazardous Substance Management: Includes observing national regula-
tions, defining how to manage hazardous substances onsite, and determin-
ing how to protect employees from harm. It includes analytic tools such as 
hazardous materials logs.

� Dangerous Goods Management: Allows you to manage dangerous materi-
als labeling and movements under the dangerous goods regulations, which 
is a UN regulation and applicable worldwide (note that in the United 
States, these are known as hazardous materials and hazardous materials 
regulations).

� Incident management and accident management: Manages incidents and 
accidents supported by workflow capability and root cause analysis. It can 
be integrated with HR scenarios and data, such as organizational elements, 
personal records, and time management, and includes a powerful cockpit.

� Preventive and occupational medicine: Preventive health and occupational 
medicine ensures well-being of employees and increases productivity 
through fewer incidents and absences.
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� Product safety and stewardship 
Delivers safe products and includes all of the activities necessary to ensure 
product compliance and to know which products and product components or 
ingredients are used where and when, during the processes. This not only 
focuses on your organization’s data—such as your own material safety data 
sheets (MSDS)—but also includes collection of data from suppliers or data that 
needs to be supplied to customers, such as the following:

� Substance management and SAP MM

� MSDS and Hazardous Substance Management

� SAP Product Compliance reporting

� Customer and supplier communication

� Compliance for ingredients

� Dangerous Goods Management

� SAP Supply Chain Collaboration

� Support for legal processes

You’ll notice an overlap of areas with health and safety.

� Environmental performance 
Tracks and traces all the resources you consume and ensures you dispose of it 
in an appropriate way, with even the possibility of using recycling manage-
ment. You can trace your waste footprint by examining the following:

� Air emissions: Prevent air pollution, conserve resource use, and comply 
with emission regulations.

� Resource consumption: Monitor resource consumption.

� Water emissions: Prevent water pollution, conserve water use, and comply 
with regulations.

� Work permit management: Request a permit and execute certain activities 
that interrupt normal tasks.

� Waste and recycling: Minimize waste in compliant manner.

Our main focus will be the product safety and stewardship pillar. First, we’ll 
briefly refresh your understanding of the general master data objects in SAP EHS 
Management and the connection to product compliance, followed with the 
subareas Global Label Management, substance volume tracking (SVT), report 
management, and Dangerous Goods Management, which all have been high-
lighted in in Figure 6.11.
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Next, we’ll focus on the Hazardous Substance Management from the health and 
safety pillar. Dangerous Goods Management and Hazardous Substance Manage-
ment are often confused with one another, so it’s important to become familiar 
with both of them and understand how they align with your business activities 
and definitions. Finally, we’ll go into SAP Waste and Recycling, a subarea from 
the environmental performance pillar. The other areas aren’t part of the scope of 
this book, so they won’t be described in more detail. For more information on 
these topics, please refer to SAP websites listed for this chapter in Appendix B.

6.1.1 Basic Master Data in SAP EHS Management

To use any of the functions offered through SAP EHS Management, you first need 
to set up the Basic Data and Tools area. This area is highly integrated to other 
areas of SAP ERP, and you must have the following other components and sub-
components set up to use it:

� SAP Engineering Change Management (ECM)

� SAP Document Management System (SAP DMS)

Figure 6.11  Three Pillars of SAP EHS Management
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� SAP Classification System (CA)

� Material master in SAP Materials Management (SAP MM)

� SAP Sales and Distribution (SD)

Briefly recall the discussion of the specification database from Chapter 3, and 
refer to Figure 6.12 to see how the SAP EHS Management master data is all cap-
tured in the specification database. This section will just focus on the new areas 
that have not been addressed so far.

You can create specification data; edit SAP EHS Management reports (such as 
MSDS, labels, and standard operating procedures); import and export specifica-
tions, phrases, MSDS, and other documents; and manage them after import just 
like all other SAP EHS Management data and reports.

Figure 6.13 gives you a brief overview of the specification database to refresh 
your memory. As you can see, a specification is a data record, which includes 
identifiers; a key; the assignment to a material; status and restrictions; relation-
ships and properties; and composition information; which heavily uses CA. The 
specification database supports different specification types, such as real sub-
stances, packaging materials, agents representing hazards, and dangerous goods 
classifications.

Figure 6.12  Specification Database
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6.1.2 Global Label Management

When you’re selling products you’ve produced or products produced by suppli-
ers, you might need to describe the product contents and the product properties 
on a product label or product packaging. These product labels include goods 
receipt labels, article labels, hazardous substance labels, danger labels, transpor-
tation labels, handling instructions, safety information, and other labels tailored 
to suit your customers’ needs. Depending on the possible destinations, the labels 
must be created in several languages and show graphics such as hazard symbols, 
usage symbols, and company logos. The layout and content of labels can also be 
dependent on the jurisdiction for which the labels are destined, which means you 
have to observe numerous laws and regulations worldwide.

For all of this, you can use Global Label Management within SAP EHS Manage-
ment. Although it was grouped under the product safety pillar in Figure 6.11 and 
can be found in SAP EHS Management under menu option Product Safety, other 
areas within SAP EHS Management also heavily rely on its functions, including 

Figure 6.13  Specification Database Overview
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Dangerous Goods Management and Hazardous Substance Management, which is 
why it’s also available in their menus. The following labeling scenarios are avail-
able to you in the standard system:

� Make-to-stock

� Make-to-order

� Delivery

� Goods receipt

� Generic

� Sample

The labeling scenarios are based on the integration to other processes in SAP ERP. 
For example, goods receipt, make-to-stock production, make-to-order produc-
tion, and delivery labeling scenarios allow the system to create legally compliant 
labels automatically and print the required number of labels when you need 
them. If you wish, you can number the labels with serial numbers and with the 
use of a partner product You can also control automatic labeling directly in the 
production line.

Global Label Management is a completely integrated labeling concept in SAP that 
can lead to the following:

� Minimized data maintenance

� Regulatory compliance output of hazardous and dangerous goods data

� Support for multilingual output and exotic character sets

� Use of a centralized labeling cockpit

� Versioning/archiving/tracking of labeling history

� Easy extension

� Intranet and internet integration

Let’s walk through the process for Global Label Management, which is repre-
sented in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14  Process for Global Label Management
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1. Edit label data in the material master. 
In the material master, you enter material-dependent data and texts for label-
ing and the packaging hierarchy. The hierarchy can include a primary con-
tainer, box, outer box, and pallet with shrink film, for example.

2. Edit specifications. 
In specifications, you enter all environmentally relevant data and other data for 
substances (pure substances, preparations, mixtures, and residual substances), 
products, agents, packaging, and wastes. This data includes information for 
identification, material assignments, compositions, and properties. From the 
specification data, the system puts together the content for the labels that is 
required according to regulations.

3. Edit phrases. 
You enter texts that have a standard character in the form of phrases. These 
texts include safety and risk information. You enter the phrases in the specifi-
cations and on the Labeling tab page in the material master.

4. Edit label stock. 
You define the properties of the label stocks. Each label requires a special label 
stock depending on its size, color design, or need for weather resistance or sea-
water resistance. The properties of label stocks also depend on the printers 
used, for example, if special label printers or printers with continuous form 
paper or cut sheet feed are used.

5. Edit customer-specific labels. 
If your customers have special labeling requirements, you can create customer-
specific labels. If the customer is known in a process, such as in make-to-order 
production or delivery, the system creates the customer-specific label automat-
ically.

6. Edit label templates. 
You use a label template to design the layout of the labels. You can print spec-
ification data, data from the material master and other SAP components, and 
graphics on the labels. Text modules such as headings can be integrated in the 
labels, independent of the language, using phrases.

7. Print labels. 
The system generates labels like other SAP EHS Management reports (such as 
MSDS and standard operating procedures) from report templates (label tem-
plates) and stores the generated labels in the SAP EHS Management report 
database. You can assign versions to the stored labels and use and print them 
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for information purposes. The system can be configured so that the labels will 
be automatically printed during goods receipt handling, sales order process-
ing, production order processing, and delivery processing in SAP ERP.

Figure 6.15 shows an example of a product label. When printing labels from a 
process, the system determines the label template according to label determina-
tion logic and generates and prints the labels from scratch each time. You can 
extend label printing to other business processes.

6.1.3 SAP Product Safety Component

If you produce and sell hazardous substances in your company, you must protect 
people and the environment from the hazards these substances pose. You also 
have to observe numerous laws and regulations on hazardous substances world-
wide. The SAP Product Safety component helps you to handle hazardous sub-
stances safely, bring them safely to the market, and comply with all relevant 
regulations automatically. Hazardous Substance Management (EHS-HSM) also 
supports you with managing hazardous substances, with the following distinc-
tion:

Figure 6.15  Example of Product Label
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� SAP Product Safety supports companies that produce hazardous substances.

� Hazardous Substance Management supports companies that use hazardous sub-
stances.

SAP Product Safety is part of SAP EHS Management and, apart from using the 
Basic Data and Tools area, also uses the following:

� Report management supports you with the required work steps for SAP EHS 
Management reports from generation to final release. For data archiving pur-
poses, you can save reports you no longer require with the Historical status 
and call them at any time.

� Released reports are available for report shipping. Report shipping controls the 
processes involved from creating a report shipping order all the way to saving 
it. As well as allowing you to ship reports such as MSDS automatically, it lets 
you set up automatic subsequent shipping for updated reports. These are then 
shipped automatically if, for example, the data for specifications or phrases 
that is output on the reports was changed.

� The report information system enables you to search and display existing 
reports with the Released and Historical statuses.

� Substance volume tracking (SVT) enables you to track certain substances 
within the logistic processes (more details on SVT are given a bit later in the 
“Substance Volume Tracking” subsection.

� BOM transfer supports you with creating the composition of a specification 
from the BOMs for a material.

� Global Label Management supports you with entering all data for labels and 
then using this data to determine suitable labels in various labeling scenarios 
and printing them as described previously.

Let’s explore a few of these tools further.

Report Management

Via report management, you can be guided through the individual work steps 
required to manage reports from report generation to report release. The gener-
ated reports contain all specification-related data and phrases for a particular lan-
guage and usage. Figure 6.16 shows a report generated in Microsoft Word 
containing all specification details of the product industry cleaner. All other 
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current parameters are generated later when the report is shipped. You can use 
user exits to control the parameter values determined by the SAP system during 
the process, and you can overwrite them manually in report management if nec-
essary.

The following are important report management features:

� Versioning 
Version numbers are assigned to reports to determine if a report was changed 
in a way that is relevant or not to its predecessor. In updated reports, the 
changed specification data is displayed in a different color, thereby providing 
an instant overview of all relevant changes.

� Creating worklists automatically 
The SAP system ensures that when changes are made to specification or phrase 
data, new report requests are created automatically for the reports affected by 
these changes.

Figure 6.16  Report
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� Linking into word 
You can compare any two reports and display the differences between them in 
report management using a link between your system and a suitable display 
application (such as Microsoft Word or Adobe File Utilities).

� Integrating inbound reports 
You can manage imported reports, including inbound reports that weren’t gen-
erated in an SAP system but originate from an external system. You can display 
inbound reports in report management in any format, provided the corre-
sponding application is installed on your frontend.

Substance Volume Tracking

In many countries, regulations state that you must register with the authorities 
the maximum quantities of certain hazardous substances that you plan to pur-
chase, import, produce, sell, or export within a certain period above a certain 
quantity of chemicals. Substance volume tracking (SVT) helps you to comply with 
the relevant regulations by recording the quantities of substances to be tracked 
that you purchase, import, produce, sell, or export. By comparing the recorded 
quantities with the limit values, the system can warn you before a limit value is 
exceeded; if a limit value is exceeded, the system can also block the respective 
business process.

Figure 6.17 shows the process for SVT, which is explained in more detail follow-
ing.

1. Check the product. 
Before you can use SVT, you have to ensure that the master data is set up cor-
rectly. You have to set up a material and specification and assign the registered 
allowed quantities for the registered company for tracking purposes (see Fig-
ure 6.18 for an example). After this has been set up correctly, the system will 
determine which quantities are tracked.

Figure 6.17  Process Substance Volume Tracking
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2. Create purchase order. 
As soon as you’re using the specification, for example in a purchase order, the 
system can check the quantity online against the quantity limits, and depend-
ing on what you’ve set up, the system will respond appropriately. You can, for 
example, send a follow-up email to the person responsible for registration, 
who can then decide if a higher quantity needs to be registered.

3. Update the registration. 
As soon as the limit quantity has been reached, you can block the purchase 
order from further processing or warn the purchase order processer, to let him 
know that the limits have been reached.

4. Update the quantity limits. 
The compliance officer can request a higher volume or decide against this and 
block the purchase order from further processing.

5. Release the purchase order. 
After the higher volumes have been registered and approved, the purchase 
order can be released for further processing.

6. Check for compliance. 
At any point in time, reports can be produced with up-to-date information on 
the substances and the volumes handled so far, allowing you to monitor the 
planned against actual figures. Figure 6.19 shows the use of a corporate dash-
board for SVT.

Figure 6.18  Specification with SVT Create Purchase Order
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6.1.4 Dangerous Goods Management

Dangerous goods are the substances or objects that pose a risk to public safety, to 
the life and health of humans and animals, and to property, due to their nature, 
properties, or state. The difference between dangerous goods and hazardous sub-
stances is that they are classified differently; in fact, most countries contain two 
separate laws that govern them.

Dangerous goods are defined by their direct risk to public safety to life and health 
of employees. Examples of dangerous goods are corrosive, flammable, gaseous, 
spontaneously combustible, toxic, or water-reactive substances, such as fuels and 
oils, gases, paints, explosives, bitumen, tar, poison and pesticides, ammonium 
nitrate and acids, and radioactive materials.

Meanwhile, the term hazardous substance describes any substance that, because of 
its chemical, physical, or biological properties, can cause harm to people, property,

Figure 6.19  Substance Volume Tracking Monitoring
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or the environment. These are defined by their direct health effects on people, 
both immediately and in the long term, and are classified according to the hazard 
they present, including but not limited to dangerous goods, combustible liquids, 
and hazardous substances. Reconsider the examples of dangerous goods, and 
you’ll notice that all these goods are also hazardous, which is often the case in 
which both regulations apply.

The term dangerous goods is used everywhere (through the common resource of 
ICAO, IATA, and the IMDG Code, which all take direction from the UN Commit-
tee of Experts and the UN Recommendation on the Transport of Dangerous 
Goods) except for the United States. In the United States, the regulation published 
by the U.S. Department of Transportation uses the term “Hazardous Materials,” 
and these regulations are referred to as the “Hazardous Materials Regulations.” So 
note that a hazardous material becomes a dangerous good in SAP terms, not a 
hazardous substance.

Dangerous Goods Management manages the storage, transportation, movement, 
delivery, compliance, and reporting of dangerous goods. Note that the Dangerous 
Goods Management component maps the legal regulations for packaged goods in 
the system but not those for unpackaged (bulk/tank) goods. Another difference is 
that Dangerous Goods Management is used when transporting dangerous goods, 
whereas Hazardous Substance Management focuses on managing the hazards 
when handling a product. Of course, in reality, these terms often coincide, when-
ever a dangerous good is also a hazardous good.

Master Data

Within Dangerous Goods Management, you use data from the material master, a 
real substance specification master, and its properties via dangerous goods classi-
fication, as shown in Figure 6.20. The dangerous goods master is an enhancement 
for the material master that contains the data required to perform dangerous 
goods checks and to generate dangerous goods documents according to the 
respective dangerous goods regulations.

Let’s walk through the steps involved in Dangerous Goods Management.
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Dangerous Goods Management Process

Figure 6.21 shows the process of Dangerous Goods Management. The first three 
steps of the process for Dangerous Goods Management are all related to master 
data maintenance. Within Dangerous Goods Management, you use data from the 
material master, ECM, and phrase management, where the last three steps are 
transactions. All these steps will be explained in more detail in this section.

1. Edit dangerous goods specification. 
To create a specification that is unlisted, you can use the specification type UN-
listed substance (LS_UN_SUB). For listed goods, you use the value assignment 
specification type DG_CL_SUB (dangerous goods classification). You define the 
identification number for the specification by creating an identifier of identifi-
cation category NUM and of identification type UN, ID, or NA. You must specify 
whether a collective number is used and whether transport is permitted. Fig-
ure 6.22 shows an example.

Figure 6.20  Dangerous Goods Data Model
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2. Classify dangerous goods. 
You edit the dangerous goods data, or in other words, the risk classification, 
packaging code approval, and transport approval. You define an identifier for 
the specification, for example, of identification category NAM and enter a 
descriptive text such as “Dangerous goods classification for varnish”. You call 
the property tree that contains the value assignment type Dangerous goods 

classification, as shown in Figure 6.23.

Next you assign the specification of the specification type real substance to the 
dangerous goods classification in the References tab and assign the material to 
this specification as well (see Figure 6.24).

An environmentally relevant material must be assigned to a real substance that 
requires a MSDS if automatic MSDS shipping is to be set up. To enable the 
transfer of dangerous goods data from the specification database to the danger-
ous goods master, the assignment of the material to the dangerous goods clas-
sification must be unique. Data isn’t transferred if you assign two dangerous 
goods classifications to a material via two different real substances.

Figure 6.22  Dangerous Goods Specification
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3. Edit the dangerous goods master. 
The dangerous goods master is an enhancement for the material master, and it 
contains the data required to perform dangerous goods checks and generate 
dangerous goods documents according to the respective dangerous goods reg-
ulations. Figure 6.25 shows how the material is linked to a road-specific regu-
lation and the further assignment to the dangerous goods classes as defined 
within the regulation. For the dangerous goods checks and when creating dan-
gerous goods documents, you must ensure that the correct dangerous goods 

Figure 6.23  Dangerous Goods Classification

Figure 6.24  Link between Specification and Material
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regulation is applied for each phase of a dangerous goods transport. Within the 
master data, you can use the Release Product status for a product released at 
the product definition stage in accordance with dangerous goods regulations. 
At a later stage in the logistics processing chain, the system simply checks this 
indicator setting, which makes the dangerous goods checks much faster.

4. Perform dangerous goods checks. 
You can use the dangerous goods check to check sales and distribution docu-
ments against dangerous goods regulations from SD such as sales orders and 
shipping documents. Dangerous goods checks can be performed automatically 
or on request when creating and processing SD documents. By doing so, you 
avoid sending out deliveries or shipments that don’t comply with the appropri-
ate dangerous goods regulations.

When activated, the Dangerous goods check button appears on the SD docu-
ments. You can use this button to start dangerous goods checks as required—for 
example, to check an intermediate stage in the document. You make corre-
sponding settings in Customizing to specify which checks are to be performed at 

Figure 6.25  Dangerous Goods Master
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which stage and how documents are to be processed further, by the implemen-
tation of a user exit. The results of dangerous goods checks (positive and nega-
tive) are recorded in a log that you can consult immediately. Figure 6.26 shows 
an example of a failed check.

5. Populate dangerous goods documents. 
You use this function to create transport documents for dangerous goods and 
output them automatically or manually using SAPscript forms. You can tailor 
these forms to fit your requirements. Two SAPscript forms supporting the out-
put of dangerous goods data are delivered with the dangerous goods docu-
ments component:

� RVDELNOTE creates a delivery note.

� SD_PACKING_LIST creates a packing list.

To output a delivery note or packing list with dangerous goods data, you assign 
the delivery to an output (LD00 is standard). You define a communication 
method with which the output is to be produced, and depending on the pro-
cessing time you specify for the output, the delivery note is output automati-
cally, or you must trigger it yourself. You can send dangerous goods data in 
electronic form for a delivery or a shipment. The data with which the form is 
filled is obtained using the printing program from the corresponding danger-
ous goods master records and the delivery document. The process described 
here has been included in Figure 6.27, which shows the system steps involved 
in printing a dangerous goods document.

Figure 6.26  Failed Dangerous Goods Check during Sales Order
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If you compare dangerous goods regulations, you’ll find that dangerous goods 
information varies in form and content according to the regulation that 
applies. The different regulations require dangerous goods-relevant informa-
tion to appear on transport documents in a different sequence and with vary-
ing contents. Using text patterns allows you to print dangerous goods 
information on a delivery note and in the IDocs for delivery and transportation 
in a manner that fulfills the requirements of the respective dangerous goods 
regulations. The varying requirements for transport documents in different 
regulations affect the following details:

� Type of information (such as class, packing group)

� Sequence of information

� Additional text

� Additional information, such as flash point

6. Generate and print transport emergency cards. 
TRansport EMergency Cards (tremcards) are written instructions for operators 
of vehicles, such as the captain of a ship or a rail conductor. The purpose of 
these cards is primarily to inform the transporters on the necessary actions to 
be taken in case of an emergency, and secondarily so that police, firefighters, 
and other emergency services can prevent accidents. They contain specific 
instructions for actions to be taken to prevent or minimize hazards. Examples 
of tremcards are the ADR tremcard (road transport) and the ADNR tremcard 
(inland waterway transport). In the United States, instead of using a tremcard, 
a MSDS or emergency response guide is often used.

The standard tremcard includes the following information:

� Load (UN number, etc.)

� Properties of the goods in the load

� Nature of danger

� Personal protective equipment

� General actions to be taken by the driver

Figure 6.27  Printing a Dangerous Goods Document
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� Additional and/or special actions to be taken by the driver

� Fire (information for the driver in case of fire)

� First aid

� Additional information (such as telephone number for inquiries)

Generating tremcards requires inputs from Specification Management, phrase 
management, the specification information system, report definition, report 
management, report shipping, and report information system.

6.1.5 Hazardous Substance Management

If you use hazardous substances in your company, you must protect both your 
employees and the environment from the hazards that these substances can cause 
during the handling of these materials. As stated at the beginning of this section, 
“hazardous substance” is a collective term used to describe any substance that, 
because of its chemical, physical, or biological properties, can cause harm to peo-
ple, property, or the environment. They are classified according to the hazard 
they present, including but not limited to dangerous goods, combustible liquids, 
and hazardous substances. You also have to observe numerous rules and regula-
tions worldwide. You can use the Hazardous Substance Management business 
process to help you handle hazardous substances safely and comply with all laws 
and regulations worldwide, as is represented in Figure 6.28.

Let’s walk through the process:

1. Edit substances and phrases. 
In the specifications, you enter all relevant data for the substances. For hazard-
ous substances, it’s important to assign the substance to the regulatory lists so 

Figure 6.28  Hazardous Material Process
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the system can include details of the substance on the MSDS, standard operat-
ing procedures, and hazardous substance labels.

Under the master data for hazardous substance, you can access and maintain 
work areas and agents, and you have access to necessary reports. The work 
area is the basic organizational unit in the Industrial Hygiene and Safety com-
ponent, and, with work area management, you have maximum flexibility 
when specifying the work areas and work area patterns. For example, you can 
define work areas in terms of processes, installations, person groups, or tasks. 
You link the work area to your higher-level enterprise structure by assigning 
the work area to a plant.

The specific or potential negative effect of a chemical, physical, biological, or 
other nature on the health or well-being of persons in a company is represented 
in the specification database as an agent (or, alternatively, as a hazard). Examples 
of agents are UV radiation, lifting loads, mechanical hazards caused by lack of a 
safety barrier, and butyl alcohol. You can edit agents in and assess risks and cre-
ate hazardous substance inventories as part of Hazardous Substance Manage-
ment, which can be found under the Agents menu option. Figure 6.29 shows an 
example of a hazardous specification of the substance xylene.

Figure 6.29  Hazardous Specification
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2. Determine secondary data. 
Specification data is sometimes interdependent, meaning that it’s possible that 
properties can be derived from other properties. For this purpose, define rule 
sets and the relevant mapping tables using the supplementary application SAP 
EHS Expert, and derive secondary data for the specification data with these 
rule sets and mapping tables. You can also license rules from providers.

3. Evaluate specifications. 
You search for specifications and their data using various criteria. You can pre-
pare and display the data in different ways and transfer it to Excel spreadsheets 
for further evaluation. You can edit SAP EHS Management reports (such as 
MSDS, labels, and standard operating procedures) in report definition, release 
them in report management, dispatch them using report shipping, and then 
search for and display them using the report information system. You can 
import MSDS and other documents from your vendors and manage them like 
all other SAP EHS Management reports.

4. Edit report templates. 
Using report templates, you structure the layout of SAP EHS Management 
reports—that is, of documents such as MSDS or labels. You can edit hazardous 
substance data and other data for the substances that occur in your company in 
Specification Management, and search for and display it using the specification 
information system.

5. Import supplier documents. 
If required, you can import documents that you receive from suppliers, such as 
MSDS. You can scan these documents and assign them to the relevant hazard-
ous substances. If your supplier transmits the documents electronically, you 
can import them into your report database automatically. You can import doc-
uments from suppliers manually as of SAP R/3 Enterprise PLM Extension 2.00.

6. Edit generated reports. 
You can assign versions to generated and imported SAP EHS Management 
reports and submit them to a status-controlled release workflow. Reports that 
are no longer current can be set to Historical status and archived.

7. Evaluate reports. 
You search for generated and imported SAP EHS Management reports using 
various criteria. You can send the reports manually to internal or external 
recipients. Using the SAP GUI for HTML or the SAP EHS Management web 
interface, you can make the reports accessible for external users.
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8. Block and release hazardous materials for purchasing. 
You can place a purchase block on new materials, so they can only be used after 
you’ve rated and released them for purchasing.

9. Determine and report hazardous substance inventory. 
You assign the hazardous substances to one or more work areas. By means of 
the assignment of the substance to a material and thus to logistics, the system 
automatically determines consumption data and stock data and assigns this 
data to the individual work areas. This allows you to document comprehen-
sively the use of hazardous substances in the various work areas.

With this information, the system automatically compiles an up-to-the-minute 
hazardous substance inventory, allowing you to comply with the relevant laws. 
As of SAP R/3 Enterprise PLM Extension 2.00, you can create the reports pre-
scribed by the U.S. Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). 
In these reports, companies must list hazardous substances that belong to spe-
cific hazard categories and whose quantities exceed prescribed threshold levels 
onsite. SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM) system and SAP EWM func-
tions support you with the storage of hazardous substances.

In the putaway checks, you can then also activate hazardous substance checks, 
allowing the system to put away and position hazardous substances in the 
warehouse on its own according to the properties of the hazardous substances. 
You create the hazardous substance data required for this in the hazardous sub-
stance master in the SCM system or you distribute it via Application Link 
Enabling (ALE) from an SAP ERP system to the SAP SCM system. In the SAP 
ERP system, you can fill the hazardous substance master from Specification 
Management.

6.1.6 SAP Waste and Recycling

Waste is a substance or object that is no longer useful for the rest of the business 
process, with the result that the enterprise wants to or has to dispose of the waste. 
SAP Waste and Recycling centralizes waste management. It integrates relevant 
business processes while improving visibility, logistics, service management, 
reporting, and compliance. In enterprises, substances and products are accumu-
lated that can no longer be used during production and must be disposed of as 
waste. In this sense, disposal means either the recycling (recovery) or the disposal 
(dumping) of waste; in many countries, these disposal processes are regulated 
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through laws and regulations. During the disposal processes, you consume 
resources (e.g., personnel, storage, containers, vehicles, etc.), and costs arise for 
the actual disposal of waste that depends on the quantity and level of risk of the 
waste and on the situation in the disposal market. Waste management (which is 
part of SAP EHS Management) handles waste disposal processes, complying with 
national and international regulations and laws that are relevant for generation, 
transport, and disposal. It also allows you to distribute costs proportionally 
among the departments within the enterprise that generated the waste.

In many cases, waste generators or waste disposers must also take into account 
the regulations and laws governing hazardous substances and dangerous goods, 
industrial hygiene and safety, and occupational health, alongside waste law. If 
this is the case in your enterprise, you should be using SAP EHS Management, 
specifically the following functions:

� Basic Data and Tools (EHS-BD)

� SAP Product Safety (EHS-SAF)

� Dangerous Goods Management (EHS-DGP)

� ECM

� CA

The use of the following SAP components and their integration objects (e.g., cost 
centers, materials, vendors, contracts, and storage locations) are optional; they 
depend on which specific requirements are needed or not:

� SAP DMS

� SAP MM

� SAP EWM

� Batch management

� SAP ERP Controlling (CO)/SAP Financial Accounting (FI)

Before we dive into the waste management business process, let’s first define a 
few important waste management terms:

� Waste generation 
Combination of a waste generator with a waste, such as a point of waste gen-
eration production process.
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� Waste disposal 
Combination of a waste disposer with a waste.

� Waste transport 
Combination of a waste transporter with a waste.

� Authorities 
Identifies the waste management business partner.

� Disposal channel 
Combination of waste generation and waste disposal; the waste generation and 
waste disposal have to contain the same waste. In a disposal channel, you spec-
ify that a waste disposer can dispose of a particular waste that has been gener-
ated by a particular waste generator.

Figure 6.30 shows the waste management process.

Let’s walk through the process:

1. Maintain basic and master data. 
You can, among other things, enter all the data that is required for describing 
waste (e.g. from a logistics, physical-chemical, or legal point of view). You also 
enter the waste catalogs and waste codes, which are important for describing 
waste from a legal point of view.

The following master data objects are used to describe waste, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.31:

� Specification and phrase: In Basic Data and Tools in SAP EHS Management, 
you can set up phrases representing the waste catalogs and a specification 
to represent the waste code. You can also include details such as physical 
chemical properties, waste-relevant and waste law data, safety data, trans-
port-relevant data, and toxicological data.

� Material: In SAP MM, you create a material where you store the logistics 
data required. SAP recommends that you create your own materials for 
wastes, even if an existing material becomes a waste due to a shortfall 
batch or its shelf-life date expiring.

Figure 6.30  Waste Management Process
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� Waste code: In Dangerous Goods Management in SAP EHS Management, 
you can create a master record used for describing waste. If the wastes are 
dangerous goods, enter the required dangerous goods data in the Danger-
ous Goods Management component. Dangerous goods processing for 
waste is carried out in the same way as for other materials.

Figure 6.32 shows an example of all these master data elements, describing the 
waste from a cleaner product. The first row shows the material and the assign-
ment to the specification, and the second row shows the specification and the 
waste code.

You use the SAP EHS Management master data to enter all the master data that 
is required for the disposal of wastes to be processed correctly. You can, among 
other things, enter all the data for waste generators such as points of genera-
tion, waste disposers, waste transporters, authorities, and waste approvals. 
Furthermore, you can link waste generators, waste transporters, and waste dis-
posers to wastes and specify possible disposal channels. This enables you to 
document which wastes are generated by which waste generators, and which 
wastes can be disposed of or transported by which waste disposers and waste 
transporters, respectively. The data in waste generations, waste disposals, and 
waste transports is automatically transferred to some places in waste manage-
ment and used for checks.

Figure 6.33 shows the waste generators referring to how the waste was cre-
ated; the second pane shows the purchase order used to dispose of the waste 
through an appropriate waste disposal company.

Figure 6.31  Waste Master Data Model
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Figure 6.32  Material and Waste Code Example

Figure 6.33  Example of a Waste Generator
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2. Edit waste approval. 
A waste approval is a document prescribed by law or defined within an enter-
prise relating to the permissibility of the planned disposal of certain wastes. In 
Germany, the waste approval directive (NachwV) stipulates the waste approv-
als for hazardous waste and describes, for example, the maximum quantity of 
waste belonging to a certain waste code that can be generated and disposed of 
over a specified time period. You can enter the following data, for example, for 
a waste approval (see Figure 6.33):

� Waste management business partners involved

� Waste codes to which the waste approval applies

� Licensed waste quantity

� Processing status of the waste approval, which allows you to release a 
waste approval

3. Perform waste disposal. 
In waste management (from its dedicated menu folder), you can enter waste 
quantities and trigger further disposal processing. Links to numerous SAP com-
ponents are available for this. The following activities are available to you in 
disposal processing:

� Post waste to SAP MM–IM

� Post waste to storage bins in SAP EWM (LE Logistics Execution)

� Trigger purchase orders for disposal in the SAP Purchasing component 
(SAP MM procurement and/or SAP SRM)

� Specify account assignment objects for distributing costs proportionally 
among the departments that generated the waste in the CO component (FI–
CO)

Using waste management in combination with SAP MM functions, such as SAP 
IM or Purchasing, allows you, for example, to post waste directly to SAP MM–
IM from waste management and trigger purchase orders for disposal. The 
exact details that need to be captured in the disposal document and the follow-
ing process steps depend on how you decide to implement it and which other 
parts of SAP ERP are used. The process will always start with the disposal doc-
ument, which can be created directly or can be entered through an entry tool 
available for disposal processing. For the entry documents from which at least 
one follow-on document of this type has been produced, the system creates a 
follow-on document record in which it automatically assigns the follow-on 
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documents to the entry document. As a result, the processing steps and depen-
dencies are specified and documented.

4. Monitor disposal document return. 
In the waste management area, you can create, print, and manage various dis-
posal documents, such as German waste manifests or US hazardous waste man-
ifests. At the same time, you can also monitor the return leg of the disposal 
document. When you create disposal documents, various checks ensure that 
only permitted data is entered; certain data is taken directly from the waste 
management basic data and master data. In Customizing for waste manage-
ment, you can specify for each disposal document type separately which 
checks are to be carried out. Figure 6.34 shows an example of a disposal docu-
ment created for used cleaner solvent.

On the screens for displaying and editing disposal documents, the system dis-
plays all the disposal documents in an overview tree, separated by the disposal 
document type. For each disposal document type, disposal documents with the 
same status are displayed in the lower-level nodes. This arrangement makes it 
easier for you to edit data because disposal documents for which the same edit-
ing steps must be carried out are combined in a worklist, as you can see in Fig-
ure 6.35.

In Customizing for waste management, you can specify the tab pages, screen 
areas, and fields that are available on the screens for displaying and editing dis-
posal documents. In addition, you can specify the ready-for-input status of 
individual fields, which could depend on the status of a disposal document. 
This means that you can ensure, for example, that certain data is no longer 
changed after a disposal document has been printed. You can therefore also use 

Figure 6.34  Disposal Document
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the SAP disposal documents component to record information about disposal 
documents.

Furthermore, there is a print preview function available as well as functions 
with which you can detect quantity variances and monitor the disposal docu-
ment return leg that is stipulated by certain laws and regulations.

5. Perform waste disposal analysis. 
You can create various reports based on the information captured in the previ-
ous business process steps, such as waste lifecycle analyses to enable you to 
gain insight into the origins of waste and the further process steps taken to dis-
pose of this waste appropriately. You can use Customizing to flexibly adapt the 
waste management interface to suit your needs. You can thus hide fields, 
screens, and functions that you don’t require and also add new ones.

6.1.7 SAP Recycling Administration

Recycling Administration can be found under the Sales and Distribution menu 
under Billing. When using it, the following subcomponents can be used within 
the three main areas:

Figure 6.35  Overview of Disposal Documents
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� Master data waste logistics

� Container management

� SAP Fleet Management

� Human resources

� Routes

� Properties and clean objects

� Disposition routes and resources

� Master data and order management

� Waste disposal services

� Commercial waste disposal

� Municipal waste disposal

� Hazardous waste disposal

� Cleaning and winter service

� Loose and bulk waste

Note

This section is just a short introduction to what is possible with SAP Recycling Adminis-
tration. For more information, see the SAP websites listed for this chapter in Appendix B.

The process supported for SAP Recycling Administration is represented in Figure 
6.36.

Let’s walk through the SAP Recycling Administration process:

1. Set up compliance schemes. 
Set up a declaration scheme (also known as a stewardship program) with the 
partner to whom you’ll submit the declaration. In this step, the system finds all 
the sold items with the SAP Recycling Administration article called packing 
master data details for packaging weights. An SAP Recycling Administration 

Figure 6.36  SAP Recycling Administration
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article is a material that is used as the main object in declaration administration 
on the basis of the contract between your organization and the recycling part-
ner. The SAP Recycling Administration solution package contains templates for 
more than 50 different compliance schemes worldwide (you can find more 
details on these templates and how to load them easily through a wizard tool 
via SAP Note 1515357).

2. Set up master data. 
The REA article and the packaging material data need to be set up to support 
processing, which is usually performed by a master data management specialist.

3. Calculate payment and generate compliance declaration. 
Based on the master data maintained, you can calculate payment and generate 
a compliance declaration like the one shown in Figure 6.37.

4. Internal and external reporting. 
Several reporting and analysis functions are available, both in the standard 
SAP ERP as well as by activation of SAP Business Content in business analytics 
tools (for more on this topic, please refer to Chapter 10).

Section 6.2 has taken you through the different parts of SAP Product Safety 
covering product compliance, which include basic master data, Global Label 
Management, SAP Product Safety, and Dangerous Goods Management. SAP 

Figure 6.37  Example of an REA Declaration
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Product Safety supports companies that produce hazardous substances, whereas 
the SAP EHS Management subarea Hazardous Substance Management supports 
companies that use hazardous substances. If you use hazardous substances in your 
company, you must protect both your employees and the environment from 
these potential hazards.

In addition, we looked at dangerous goods, which are substances classified as 
dangerous because they pose an immediate risk to people and the environment. 
They need to be labeled accordingly—often by a diamond signal—and often 
require special care and labeling when transported. Recall that multiple rules and 
regulations apply; these often distinguish between a hazardous substance and a 
dangerous good (or hazardous material in the United States).

Last we looked into SAP Waste and Recycling, allowing you to dispose of waste in 
a controlled manner, which is a function of environmental performance.

6.2 Operational Risk Management

Another part of the sustainability solution offering is the end-to-end process 
Operational Risk Management. It’s important from an SAP PLM perspective 
because you may want to manage product-related and asset-related risks. (Note 
that this process requires SAP ERP 6, EPH 6.)

Although this process can also be used to manage injuries and environmental 
incidents, this section will mainly focus on the product- and asset-related inci-
dents. Risk assessments can take place regarding a product or asset, where a team 
of cross-department specialists documents the identified risk, its impact, and like-
lihood via a matrix and the monitoring and control mechanism.

Operational Risk Management also provides you with a subprocess called worker 
safety, through which you manage and relate worker safety information to main-
tenance and service activities to provide a safer working environment for your 
employees. SAP Audit Management is another part of this solution, which was 
will be described in Section 6.4.

But first let’s explore the concept of Operational Risk Management further. This is 
one of the four end-to-end processes that provide a complete set of solutions to 
manage sustainability programs across your organization. Operational risk 
management provides the key process to manage operational risks based on a 
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continuous improvement model, where risk assessment is performed proactively 
and incidents can be recorded in order to learn from them.

Operational Risk Management has the following primary objectives:

� To manage and learn from incidents and safety observations to build a proac-
tive safety culture

� To identify operational risks and hazards, and to implement and communicate 
effective controls

� To develop and execute required safety programs

� To reduce risks caused by operational changes using risk assessment and 
approval processes

� To communicate risk information to maintenance workers and manage safe 
work permits

� To maintain compliance to regulatory and management system requirements 
and drive continuous improvement

To accomplish these objectives, Operational Risk Management includes a com-
prehensive risk management process. It uses the continuous improvement model 
that links planning, doing, and checking to perform proactive risk assessment as 
well as learning from past incidents.

Figure 6.38 shows the end-to-end process covering Operational Risk Manage-
ment. Several different areas within the solution are identified by the first row, 
such as incident management and SAP EHS risk assessment, and the first column 
shows the departments involved when executing the process steps. As you can 
see, the identification and management of a risk is dependent on the specific type 
of risk, how it was identified, and within which area of the organization and sys-
tem it will be monitored and controlled. To map this correctly within the process 
flow, this has resulted in many relationships between the activities, which can be 
done in parallel and are bidirectional. So instead of explaining the process step by 
step, we’ll explain the different areas.

In Operational Risk Management, where the key integration points ensure that a 
common data model enhances communication and action with respect to reduc-
ing risks. Closed-loop action tracking ensures that agreed actions are really com-
pleted. Simple forms for incident recording and change requests ensure that all 
workers can contribute to safer operations.
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Let’s explore those facets of Operational Risk Management, beginning with inci-
dent management and moving to maintenance workers safety.

6.2.1 Incident Management

The objective of incident management is to learn from close calls and safety 
observations to build a proactive safety culture. Its main functions include the fol-
lowing:

� Fast-entry incident recording to foster a proactive safety culture

� Managing injuries and medical treatments, environmental responses, and asset 
failures

� Managing incident investigation processes, root cause analysis, and lessons 
learned

� Performing closed-loop action management with SAP ERP integration

� Monitoring incident data and trends to identify opportunities for incident pre-
vention

Though organizations strive for no injuries and no impact to the environment, 
incidents do occur. SAP EHS incident management allows you to manage the 
incident resulting in an injury, environmental damage, asset damage, or other 
consequences. Leading companies also use incidents as an opportunity for 

Figure 6.38  End-to-End Operational Risk Management Process
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improvement. By conducting a thorough investigation and root cause analysis, 
they identify failures in their management system and take preventive action to 
reduce the likelihood of similar incidents in the future. Companies that are build-
ing a safety culture also track very small incidents—perhaps where no damage at 
all has occurred—referred to as “near misses,” “close calls,” or “safety observa-
tions.” They encourage all employees to report these issues and incident details to 
get better insight into trends that can be acted on to prevent incidents.

Let’s walk through the major components of incident management, as shown in 
Figure 6.39.

1. Record the incident. 
The recording of an incident within SAP EHS Management (see Figure 6.40) 
can be done via multiple channels, such as providing an SAP Interactive Form 
by Adobe on the intranet, optimizing the mobile application with voice record-
ings and photographs, or directly in the system via the SAP NetWeaver Portal 
or SAP GUI. Figure 6.40 shows the creation of an incident through the SAP 
NetWeaver Portal, which guides you through incident creation step by step.

Figure 6.39  Incident Management Process
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2. Process and investigate the incident. 
An incident in SAP EHS Management is basically the generation of a notifica-
tion document (described in more detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2) with the 
only distinction being that it belongs to SAP EHS Management (by its category) 
and can only be created with the notification types as configured within SAP 
EHS Management. Because the notification and the further processing possibil-
ities work similarly, it provides you with a detailed business processes for spe-
cialists to manage the actual incident further. Finally, by integrating a closed-
loop action system within SAP ERP, corrective and preventive actions can be 
tracked from creation to completion, which has been described in more detail 
later in this chapter.

3. Identify trends and KPIs. 
By analyzing and monitoring incidents to identify trends and KPIs, you can get 
insight into how your organization is doing based on its goals. Figure 6.41
shows an example of a Health and Safety dashboard where the SAP EHS Man-
agement KPIs defined by this organization are graphically represented for the 
year (using supplementary SAP reporting tools; see Chapter 10, Section 10.3
for more details).

Figure 6.41  Incident KPIs
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6.2.2 SAP EHS Risk Assessment

The risk assessment process enables you to identify and reduce risks and hazards 
and put controls and monitoring measures in place. The main functions of risk 
assessment include the following:

� Identifying and analyzing risks using risk and controls matrix, job hazard anal-
ysis, and other analysis methods

� Managing measurement amounts and comparing to occupational exposure 
limits

� Communicating risks and controls to workers

� Managing closed-loop action/tasks with SAP ERP integration

� Gaining visibility into top risks and evaluating control effectiveness

Regulations in many countries prescribe certain programs and procedures that 
must be followed for risk management, but industry-leading companies know 
that compliance with those programs and procedures by itself isn’t sufficient to 
prevent all incidents. This has led them to the introduction of proactive risk 
assessment processes, which go beyond the scope of compliance.

These competitive organizations also found that operational risks are often inter-
related because they run across multiple processes and affect multiple parts of the 
organization. Therefore, they must be managed holistically—that is, in such a way 
that the responsibility for safety is shared between all employees from your orga-
nization. Whether they are SAP EHS experts, operational workers, service and 
maintenance engineers, or the management and executive team, everyone is 
responsible for recording incidents, using appropriate risk controls, implement-
ing corrective actions, recognizing operational changes, and reviewing whether 
the implemented changes have been effective in reducing risk. The workforce 
should have clear, complete instructions about the hazards and the controls they 
should be using to minimize harm.

Now that we’ve covered what risk assessment can accomplish, let’s walk through 
the steps to achieve it. Figure 6.42 shows the three main steps, with are further 
broken down into substeps.

1. Identify the operational risk. 
During the first risk management step, you administer the basic data of the 
assessment, which contains the assessment type (either health, safety, job 
hazard, or environmental), description, the assessment team members, any 
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regulations, and assessment reason information. You can configure and use 
extensive catalogs to standardize this process and facilitate speedy risk data col-
lection and entry. Assessment types can be used directly or as part of a tem-
plate to create your own in the configuration. Our focus here will be based on 
a safety risk assessment because this type is relevant for SAP PLM. Figure 6.43
shows a risk assessment for a piece of equipment (a cooling tower). The other 
types won’t be discussed because they are outside the scope of this book.

Figure 6.42  Risk Assessment Process

Figure 6.43  Risk Assessment: Basic Information
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With this data inputted, you next follow the sequence of the risk management 
process, as shown in Figure 6.44. First identify the location of the risk. During 
this step, you can actually use master data from the technical object structure 
from SAP Plant Maintenance (SAP PM) or SAP Customer Service (SAP CS). 
Notice how two pieces of equipment can be assigned to the same risk assess-
ment in Figure 6.44.

In the following steps, you identify the hazards and the relevant impacts and 
controls, as shown in Figure 6.45 and Figure 6.46, respectively. During these 
steps, you can use predefined catalogs to standardize this process and improve 
risk data collection and entry.

If a catalog entry you want to assign isn’t available in the catalog, you can create
a request for this new entry, which will be sent to the system administrator. 
Figure 6.45 shows the catalog options for Hazards, which are grouped in 
categories, such as Biological and Chemical. The Biological category has 
been assigned with four hazards defined and the last two chosen. Above these 
specific hazards, beside the Select All and Deselect All buttons, you see the 
Request Hazard button for when a new entry needs to be requested.

Figure 6.44  Identification of Risk Location
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The last step in this dialog box sequence is to review and submit the information 
(see Figure 6.47).

Figure 6.45  Identify Risks: Hazards

Figure 6.46  Identify Risk: Impacts and Controls
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After the risk identification has been completed, the following step is the per-
formance of the actual assessments of the identified risks. Based on the type of 
assessment, you can configure the order and the steps of the assessment. The 
left side of Figure 6.48 shows the standard available assessment steps for an 
equipment-specific risk assessment. In this example, during the inherent risk 
determination, the level of the risk is found to be High (note the Risk section 
on the right), based on a risk matrix that consists of the risk likelihood and 
severity of the risk. These matrixes and their values can be configured based on 
your own business rules.

Figure 6.47  Review and Submit Step

Figure 6.48  Risk Assessment: Risks
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2. Establish tolerances and monitor the result. 
Management communicates the organization’s objectives regarding risk toler-
ance and provides the resources for risk reduction and operational improve-
ments. During this step, you establish the risk tolerances and monitor the 
results of risk assessments. When changes to a risk matrix are required, a 
change request to the administrator needs to be sent.

3. Control, monitor, and reduce risks. 
To control, monitor, and reduce risk, you can conduct one of the following 
processes, which will be listed and described in the following subsections:

� Perform program management

� Plan and conduct audits

� Assess and approve change

� Assign work

6.2.3 SAP EHS Program Management

SAP EHS Management programs can be managed to ensure worker safety during 
high-risk work within operations (such as maintenance activities) or customer 
service activities on electrical products/assets (such as electricity poles or sta-
tions). You can identify the possible risks, and through safety measures, you can 
ensure that the risks you’ve identified are being controlled and that you’re meet-
ing regulatory and company requirements. SAP EHS program management, in 
which programs can be set up and managed, consists of three areas: Hazardous 
Substance Management, Industrial Hygiene and Safety, and occupational health 
management.

The programs can be created and monitored via the respective SAP EHS Manage-
ment area, which includes different available reporting capabilities that can pro-
vide you with insights into trends and KPIs. However, details of these processes 
aren’t discussed further here because they are outside the scope of this book.

6.2.4 Management of Change

Through the management of change, you can make sure that the ever-changing 
operations environment is supported through a change management process, 
which ensures that these changes are managed in a way that reduces the risks. A 
change can be initiated during a risk assessment or as a result of an audit. A good 
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example of a change is selecting a corrective action in the form of a maintenance 
request directly from the incident, so the maintenance department can check the 
problem and find an appropriate solution. Because the maintenance request is 
created from the incident, you can see the maintenance request, its follow-up 
activities, and its status changes within the incident.

Another next step after an incident occurs is performing a risk assessment. Any 
changes proposed through either a risk assessment or as a result of an audit can 
be managed and recorded by going through the steps shown in Figure 6.49 and 
described following the figure.

The incident allows you to generate a maintenance notification, a service notifi-
cation, a quality notification, or a general notification. Figure 6.50 shows an 
example of how a maintenance request (“The pump is leaking again”) is created 
from within the incident.

1. Request a change. 
A change request can be captured in the change request master, where you can 
include the details of the change, the requester, and so on. Figure 6.50 and Fig-
ure 6.51 show you an example of how a request for change (in this case, a 
maintenance request) is created from within the incident.

Figure 6.49  Change Management Process
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Figure 6.50  Creating a Maintenance Request from an Incident
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2. Assess and approve the change. 
The next step makes sure the change is received by the appropriate 
employee(s) who will assess the requested change and add additional details. 
When required, the change can go through an approval step.

3. Execute the change. 
After the change is approved, it can be executed and implemented. Other busi-
ness processes can be triggered depending on the size and impact of the change 
(e.g., the creation of project management steps, such as creation of a business 
case, an initiative proposal, a program or project plan, or, when it’s a mainte-
nance activity, the creation of a maintenance notification or work order).

4. Visibility trends and KPIs. 
A change can be proposed, assessed, and implemented after approval. The 
implemented changes can be tracked against set response profiles to ensure 
they were handled within the set time frames.

6.2.5 Maintenance Workers Safety

The maintenance workers safety solution allows you to communicate relevant 
risks and safety measures to the maintenance engineer about the maintenance 

Figure 6.51  Assigning Details to a Maintenance Request
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tasks, the locations, and the job in general. The main functions of maintenance 
workers safety include the following:

� Document risks and controls relevant to maintenance tasks, locations, and peo-
ple.

� Create safety measure lists to manage tools, approvals, and safety instructions.

� Manage safe work permit processes to control hazardous energy and maintain 
safe working conditions.

� Provide instructions on the job card to clearly communicate directly to the 
workers.

Because they perform a variety of tasks (and often in urgent breakdown situa-
tions), maintenance workers experience some of the highest risks in the field. 
Some examples of dangerous maintenance activities are working with electricity, 
working in confined spaces, or welding. Managing maintenance work requires 
specific safety-related business processes, including the management of safe work 
permit processes.

For these workers, it’s essential that risk and control information relevant to their 
exact task is available to them at that exact time. This function is provided 
through the integration between SAP EHS Management and SAP Enterprise Asset 
Management (SAP EAM). It allows you to communicate the safety-relevant infor-
mation captured by the SAP EHS experts who performed that asset’s risk assess-
ment to the maintenance planner, who then provides the information to the 
workers on their work order via the job card.

A second related solution provides additional support for maintenance worker 
safety: Work Clearance Management (WCM). WCM supports the very detailed 
requirements of the control of hazardous energy procedure, sometimes called 
lock-out/tag-out. It supports the tagging and untagging of equipment to ensure 
that electricity and other energy sources have been isolated before the work takes 
place. It also supports complex review and approval processes required by this 
procedure. This process was described in detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.6.4.

So let’s go through the maintenance workers safety process as shown in Figure 
6.52 and described next.
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1. Assign risks and control. 
During the creation of the work order, the relevant risks and controls will be 
proposed based on the specific maintenance tasks, locations, and employees 
determined during the risk assessment in SAP EHS Management.

2. Plan the work. 
When the technical object is chosen (or the location or person), the safety data 
from the safety plan is copied into the work order and placed into a dedicated 
Safety Plan tab. During the planning of the work, the maintenance planner 
can choose which safety measures to apply to this work order on a case-by-case 
basis. He is also able to add any additional risks and safety measures, when 
required. The planned (or applied) safety measures are visible on the left side 
of Figure 6.53; the identified risk and the proposed safety plan measures based 
on the safety risk assessment are shown on the right side.

Figure 6.52  Maintenance Workers Safety Process
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Figure 6.53  Safety Measures on Work Order
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3. Execute the work. 
After the planner has applied the safety measures to the maintenance work 
order, the information gets included in the work order header and can be 
printed onto the form, along with any safety symbols (see Figure 6.54), 
whether it’s supplied via paper or electronically as a PDF or through a mobile 
channel (e.g., the mobile app).

4. Manage control of the work. 
After the maintenance work execution has taken place, the risk assessment can 
be finalized by assessing the residue of the risk, closing the assessment, and 
(when required) requesting a follow-up activity.

5. Visibility trends and KPIs. 
To get a complete view of the risks and easily determine the areas of highest 
concern, management reviews the increasing trend for safety observations by 
using dashboards that include information on the top risks. This enables man-
agement to prioritize activities to ensure risk reduction to the level of the 
organization’s established objectives. Management needs visibility into 
trends and KPIs across all of these subprocesses to ensure that safety is being 
managed according to the organization’s objectives and risk tolerance. Figure 
6.55 shows an example of a risk dashboard, which has been generated via SAP 

Figure 6.54  Printed Job Card with Safety Measures
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BusinessObjects business intelligence (BI) tools and will be explained in more 
detail in Chapter 10.

To ensure that your components, end products, and processes comply with the 
relevant regulation, you can systematically perform audits to determine and 
check compliance based on predefined criteria at set times. SAP Audit Manage-
ment allows you to audit any object; however, we’ll look at it from a product per-
spective.

6.3 SAP Audit Management

An audit is a systematic examination used to determine to what extent an object 
meets previously specified criteria. Audits are usually performed using question 
lists that represent the criteria.

SAP Audit Management helps companies comply with legal requirements or 
industry standards. It supports all phases of auditing, from the planning of a 
comprehensive audit program and of the individual audits, through the definition 

Figure 6.55  Risk Dashboard
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of the audit criteria or question lists, to the actual auditing process and the assess-
ment of the audit object in the audit report. SAP Audit Management also supports 
you in defining and monitoring corrective and preventive actions that were based 
on the findings. It’s an effective tool for the evaluation of all audit data.

SAP Audit Management is a very versatile cross-application component that can 
support all different audit types (such as supplier audits, internal audits, and envi-
ronmental audits) and other kind of assessments, examinations, inspections, or 
revisions. SAP Audit Management provides company-wide, real-time access to 
consistent information at any time, in any language, and from any location. All 
programs are object-oriented and modular, and most enhancements can be made 
without modification. Security, protection, and archiving of audit data can be 
secured through system administration.

SAP Audit Management is suitable for a variety of audit usages and relevant stan-
dards, and you can easily combine audits where this is possible. Forms of usage 
are audit, revision, inspection, and examination. The following list provides some 
examples of supported uses according to standards:

� Quality Management, ISO 9000, is a family of standards developed by the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO), which provides guidance 
and tools for companies and organizations who want to ensure that their prod-
ucts and services consistently meet customer requirements, and that quality is 
consistently improved. It includes audit management, where organizations 
must perform internal audits to check how its quality management system is 
working. An organization may decide to invite an independent organization to 
perform the audit to verify that it’s in conformity to the standard or conduct 
the audit themselves. Audits can be related to systems, processes, or products, 
as well as FMEA.

� Environmental management, ISO 14000, is another family of standards from 
ISO that provides practical tools for companies and organizations looking to 
identify and control their environmental impact and constantly improve their 
environmental performance.

� Safety and security management, ISO 19000, is a family of standards for geo-
graphic information, including concepts, principles of quality, quality assess-
ment, specifications, and metadata standards. ISO 19011 provides guidance on 
auditing management systems, the principles of auditing, management of an 
audit program, and the evaluation of competence of the individuals involved in 
the audit process.
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� Hygiene Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) is a production and testing prac-
tice that helps to ensure a quality product. Many countries have legislations 
covering GMP procedures and guidelines specifically for pharmaceutical and 
medical device companies to safeguard the health of the patient as well as pro-
duce good quality medicine, medical devices, or active pharmaceutical prod-
ucts.

� Internal Controls, Financials, and Risk Management (Base II) is an international 
standard for banking laws and regulations issued by the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision. It won’t be discussed further because it falls outside the 
scope of this book

Effective use of SAP Audit Management can bring about the following benefits:

� Official documents and private notes can be attached to the data objects used 
in SAP Audit Management, which can be printed or sent. For each phase of the 
auditing process, you can specify your partners and communicate with them.

� Interfaces to external tools are possible, such as Microsoft Project for the 
project management of an extensive audit program and Microsoft Excel (via 
XML) for question lists, extended data analysis, and report templates that can 
be defined with Smart Forms.

� The Download/Upload via XML option enables you to easily conduct audits 
on any mobile device.

� Graphical analysis of audit data enables benchmarking, Pareto, and trend anal-
ysis.

� The component is easy to learn and use; most aspects are self-explanatory.

SAP Audit Management is available in all SAP solutions based on SAP NetWeaver. 
In fact, the SAP Audit Management component was originally developed for 
mySAP CRM (Customer Relationship Management, version 3.0 and up), was 
transferred to the SAP NetWeaver platform in 2005, and is now available in all 
SAP solutions based on SAP NetWeaver (e.g. SAP ERP 6.0 and SAP PLM 7.02).

SAP Audit Management is a cross-application function found under Cross Appli-

cation Components. The core competency of TechniData, acquired by SAP in 
2010, was in the SAP EHS Management space and offered the SAP Audit Manage-
ment software as an add-on for older SAP releases on a project basis.
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Now that we’ve covered the purpose of an audit and multiple types of audits and 
benefits of SAP Audit Management, we’ll go into the master data elements that 
are available in SAP Audit Management, such as the audit plan, question list, 
audit, and actions.

6.3.1 SAP Audit Management Master Data Objects

The following objects, which are referred to in the system and documentation as 
audit components, are used within SAP Audit Management:

� Audit plan

� Question list

� Audit

� Corrective and preventive actions

These objects and their relationships are as represented in Figure 6.56.

Let’s explore each of these SAP Audit Management master data objects in further 
detail.

Audit Plan

The audit plan is used to keep an overview of your audits and have them orga-
nized in a logical fashion. (In ISO 19011, this is called an Audit program.) In the 
audit plan, you define the schema (e.g., in the form of an annual schedule), taking 
into consideration the scope, object, and date of the audits. An audit plan can 
contain several subordinate audit plans and links to audits.

Figure 6.56  SAP Audit Management Data
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Figure 6.57 shows how you can group audits together in a hierarchical structure 
according to organizational criteria (e.g., annually). You can use the interface to 
connect to Microsoft Project, to export your audit plan, and to reimport the 
audits after you’ve redefined your work packages. You can also create unplanned 
audits, which means creating audits without relating them to audit plans.

Question List

A question list (also referred to as audit criteria) is usually required to execute an 
audit, and it stores the criteria to which the audit objects are assessed. A question 
list can be created as an independent master data object with the purpose to reuse 
its contents. After you perform an audit, you copy this question list into the audit, 
which makes it part of the audit. This, however, is optional; you can also create 
the question list specifically for a particular audit. Question lists contain the 
expertise of the auditor regarding the audit area he is responsible for.

SAP can’t deliver any preconfigured question lists for particular regulated areas 
due to licensing law restrictions. However, question lists can be maintained man-
ually or uploaded from Excel files into the system via a standard XML interface.

Figure 6.57  Audit Plan

Audit plan
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The question list has two structural components. At the header level, along with 
the hierarchy profiles, you can define the number of hierarchy levels that exist 
and the formatting mask, whether questions can be assigned at all levels or only 
at the lowest level, and the levels at which valuations can be performed. At the 
item level, you can then enter a priority, a weighting, and a valuation proposal for 
the items to be evaluated. The valuation profile is assigned to all the questions 
that need to be answered, and the profile controls the valuation of the relevant 
items. The system contains a series of ready-to-use profiles—for example, a qual-
itative valuation with steps (Good, Satisfactory, or Poor) or quantitative (percent 
fulfillment). However, you can freely configure your own profiles. Figure 6.58
gives an example of a question list. For combined audits, you can include more 
than one question list in an audit and relocate the questions.

Audit

The audit (recall that this is called the audit plan within the ISO 19011) describes 
the audit type and the audit triggers, as well as the audit object. The definition of 

Figure 6.58  Question List
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audit objects makes it possible to analyze similar audits to determine best prac-
tices or trends. The structure of an audit consists of the following elements:

� Audit plan 
This is an optional element for reoccurring audits.

� Audit 
This is the object that is being audited, such as the product or process, the audit 
team, the audit type and cause, deadlines, texts, valuation rule, result, or status.

� Audit question list 
The question and/or question list gets assigned to the audit. As soon as you use 
a question list or create a question list or additional questions, these all are spe-
cific to the audit and contain both the question list header and items.

� Actions 
This is related to audit questions, which contain follow-up actions, such as an 
additional audit, or preventive, corrective, or improvement actions.

Audits can be performed with reference to organizations, enterprise areas, prod-
ucts, and vendors. If an audit object is described using data elements for the sys-
tem repository—for example, by the combination vendor and material—the 
information related to these data elements is available, which is an advantage of 
integration.

However, it’s also possible to define your audit object freely. The audit object is 
also used for the recording of the execution of the audit by assigning audit ques-
tion lists and entering the valuation of the questions in this list. Figure 6.59 shows 
an example of a fire-safety revision audit.

The actual execution of an audit can be triggered in two ways:

� By an obligation to collect information on the part of the partners involved 
This procedure is supported by the Audit Monitor (Transaction PLM_AUDIT-
MONITOR), where every system user can generate individual worklists. All 
partners are responsible for collecting information about their individual task 
using this worklist.

� By an obligation to provide information on the part of the person responsi-
ble for the audit 
This procedure is supported by the notification function, which allows the au-
dit planner to define a worklist and to send email invitations for participation 
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to the partners concerned. The audit planner can also set up the system so it 
regularly updates the worklist and automatically sends such invitations.

Follow-Up Actions

During auditing, you can determine follow-up activities based on the results of an 
audit, including actions to determine the necessity of a subsequent audit, or cor-
rective, preventive, and improvement actions. You can assign persons responsi-
ble, monitor the subsequent steps, and verify the effectiveness of all actions by 
recording and reporting on the progress data via the Audit Monitor. Figure 6.60
gives you an example of a corrective action, where a training course has been 
identified.

Figure 6.59  Audit Example: Fire-Safety Revision
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6.3.2 The Audit Process

A typical audit process can include the phases and tasks represented in Figure 
6.61. You can consider an audit to be a process with a beginning and an end, or 
in part a cyclical sequence triggered periodically, as the arrow represents.

Let’s walk through the process:

1. Perform the audit planning. 
During the audit planning stage, you prepare the necessary question lists and 
audit criteria, depending on relevant standards, regulations, or rules of the 
auditable area. You can set up an audit plan and define the periodic schedule, 
taking into consideration the scope, the audit object, and the dates of the 
audits.

Figure 6.60  Action

Figure 6.61  SAP Audit Management Process
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2. Manage the audit plans. 
When the audit is part of a program, the audit plan and any relevant audit sub-
plans need to be set up accordingly in the system. The subplans should contain 
information about the plan, a general description, and a validity period. This is 
often the case for obligatory audits, in which case it’s recommended to use the 
audit program. The audit program allows you to plan the type, scope, and fre-
quency of audits, as well as the resource requirements. You can create an audit 
program by hierarchically structuring audit plans, which also allows you to 
combine certain types of audits. From a business perspective, it makes sense to 
group together, for example, an environment audit and health and safety audit.

3. Perform the audit. 
During this stage, you’re collecting evidence and recording the findings. Pre-
pare the individual audits by determining the question lists, identifying the 
partners involved, and preparing the required documents. This step involves 
the following actions: releasing the audit in the system, inviting the partici-
pants, providing the documents, and examining the audit object with regard to 
the criteria or performing interviews with the auditee.

Although SAP Audit Management is designed for online, paperless application, 
SAP supports exporting and importing of audit data and audit question lists to 
allow for offline and mobile auditing via a standard XML interface. The XML file 
can then be transferred to an Excel file and loaded on the auditor’s laptop so 
the audit can be performed based on this data. After returning to the office, the 
auditor can upload the file via the standard XML interface into SAP Audit Man-
agement, where the process can be completed.

4. Perform the audit assessment. 
Based on the evidence entered in the previous step, the questions are valuated 
and based on the question configuration settings (set up according to your 
business rules), so the system will rate and automatically grade your audit 
object. Because you’re grading the audit object, this stage is sometimes 
referred to as grade audit or grade object. The overall assessment and grading 
for the audit object is determined on the basis of the valuations of all items that 
have actually been assessed. To consolidate the valuations across several hier-
archy levels of the question list, the degrees of fulfillment or deviation from 
each hierarchy level are used for calculation in the standard SAP system. The 
valuation on the supreme hierarchy level is then used to grade the audit object 
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using a rating profile. In the rating profile, you determine the degrees of fulfill-
ment that must be achieved for separate grades. However, you can also pro-
gram your own valuation algorithms if required without modifying standard 
programs (a BAPI is available).

5. Report the audit. 
This phase begins with the creation of the audit report, which contains all 
important administrative data related to the audit, including comments, 
results, and the corrective/preventive actions that have been determined. The 
audit report is an official document that is signed by the lead auditor and the 
head of the audited area. Parts of the audit report are usually confidential and 
can, therefore, not be viewed by all users. SAP Audit Management addresses 
this by providing the following reports, which can be used and added to:

� Overview of the whole audit program or of selected groups of audits

� Overview of all or of selected groups of audit questions and results

� Overview of all or of selected groups of findings and actions

� Analysis of audit results and actions (Pareto, trend, benchmark)

� Feedback of audit results to audit planning

The audit report is created in several steps. In the first step, all data relevant to 
the audit is made available internally. In the second step, this data is made 
available in the desired form using Smart Forms and is displayed on the screen. 
In a third step, you can then print the data, save it as a PDF document, or email 
it to all business partners. To document this step in the system, the status of the 
audit will be updated after you’ve printed the audit report.

After the assessment, you can create a preliminary audit report, which can be 
used to discuss the findings, the corrective actions, and the overall result of the 
audit. The audit can then be signed (physically or using a digital signature), cre-
ated, and distributed. The signature is represented by a status of the audit. If 
the signature itself must be documented and verified, you can scan the signed 
report into the system and attach it to the audit.

6. Perform follow-up actions. 
If, during an audit, the auditors detect that there are inadmissible deviations, 
dangers, or potential for improvement, they can note their findings and make 
recommendations, determine the need for a subsequent audit, or create correc-
tive or preventive actions for the relevant items of the audit question list.
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When recording the action, the partners responsible for execution (as well as 
planned and actual execution dates and statuses) are recorded. To ensure that 
the actions get executed, the following methods can be used to trigger the 
actions:

� Audit Monitor: Shows every system user his individual worklist of actions 
that are to be processed and in which the user is involved in any partner 
role.

� Notification function: Allows the auditor to send email reminders to part-
ners involved.

� Periodically scheduled background job: Automatically sends the reminders 
to involved partners of an action in advance or if a deadline has elapsed.

External partners have access to all required and authorized information and to 
all action-processing functions—that they are authorized to use—via the Inter-
net and the web interface (web-enabled collaboration). If, instead of the basic 
and easy-to-use function for managing actions that is available with SAP Audit 
Management, you want to use more detailed processing functions, you can 
consider using processes within SAP Quality Management (QM) (see Chapter 
8) or functions from SAP CRM.

7. Monitor and analyze audits. 
The last step of SAP Audit Management focuses on monitoring the outstand-
ing actions and finalizing the audit report, which was described in the report 
audit and within the audit is reflected by the Signed and Approved status (or 
the Rejected status if that is the outcome), which allows you to close the audit.

The audit process is supported by two separate SAP transactions: the audit cockpit 
(Transaction PLM_AUDIT) and the Audit Monitor (Transaction PLM_AUDIT-
MONITOR). These transactions can be found in the Cross-Application Compo-

nents menu or by entering them directly. We’ll discuss these transactions next.

Audit Cockpit

The audit cockpit is a powerful transaction providing you with an overall view of 
audits because it gives you access to all the audit-relevant objects. Figure 6.62
shows an example of the audit cockpit and shows the three main areas:

� Structure tree 
Lets you view and access the audit and its related objects, which are presented 
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to you hierarchically. After you’ve selected the object you want to work on in 
the structure tree, the details of the object become visible on the detail screen.

� Detail screen 
Gives you access to the detailed information on the object chosen in the tree. 
In display mode, you can only see the details; in change mode, you can also see 
the change data.

� Worklist/template area 
Gives you access to your personalized worklist, to the objects you’ve worked 
on recently, and to predefined templates (when set up), which you can use 
when creating your own audits.

Audit Monitor

The Audit Monitor is mainly used to monitor audits and actions on the basis of sta-
tus or date, and to evaluate audit results (see Figure 6.63). However, this transac-
tion provides you with various selection criteria—such as the status, partners 
involved or identification characteristics—to find audit plans, audits, actions, 
question lists, or even by the freely definable audit object.

Figure 6.62  Audit Cockpit

Detail

Menu

Structure tree

Worklist or templates
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The audit evaluation provides different search possibilities for all audit compo-
nents on the basis of various search criteria. In the audit evaluation, you can, for 
example, determine the number of outstanding corrective or preventive actions, 
display all audits or question lists, and determine which audit plans exist for a cer-
tain time period. The audit evaluation accesses all data that was created in the sys-
tem in the context of SAP Audit Management.

Apart from the reports available with the provided standard transactions in SAP 
ERP, SAP also provides ready-made reports in SAP NetWeaver Business Ware-
house (BW) 7.0. The following is an example of the currently available ready-
made reports; of course, report content is continuously evolving and may change 
between the time of writing and the date of publication:

� Overview of the audits

� Audits and their results (here you can drill down to the audit question level)

� Audits and their state of completion (here you can drill down to the action 
level)

� Audit objects and their assessments

� Partners responsible for audits and actions

Figure 6.63  Audit Monitor

Selection screen

Results
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6.4 Summary

The increasing number of laws and industry standards has made product compli-
ance an SAP PLM topic that deserves the full attention of companies developing 
and producing products. SAP offers integrated and embedded product compli-
ance via a holistic solution that covers the entire lifecycle of a product from prod-
uct idea, to development, to delivery, and eventually disposal of the product.

Based on detailed product data, you can gain insights in product compliance via 
dashboards. The SAP Environment, Health, and Safety Management (SAP EHS 
Management) component of SAP ERP provides functions to cover product label-
ing, Hazardous Substance Management, Dangerous Goods Management, and SAP 
Waste and Recycling.

This chapter walked through the Operational Risk Management process, allowing 
you to manage product and asset risks through a closed-loop process, which 
includes worker safety. Operational Risk Management is an important integration 
between SAP EHS Management and SAP PM/SAP CS.

Performing regular audits regarding the product information and product-specific 
processes is another important area that ensures product compliance. Finally, you 
saw how product audits can be planned, performed, and monitored by using SAP 
Audit Management, a cross-application component.

The next chapter focuses on the design, source, and creation phases of a product, 
especially when these phases are done through a project-based methodology. 
We’ll first provide an overview of the different SAP solutions in this space and 
then go into the SAP ERP components Project Systems (SAP PS) and Investment 
Management followed by the Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) solution, 
which includes project collaboration. We’ll also cover the integration tools avail-
able to external project management.
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benefits,  92

Action, corrective,  496
Ad hoc issue,  80
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Alert Management,  583
Alloy,  30
Analyze and trace dependencies,  277
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797
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Bench scale,  241
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BEx report designer,  780
Bidirectional interface to SAP PLM,  213
Bill of material (BOM),  159, 330
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comparing BOMs,  172, 589
detached BOM,  164, 166
direct BOM,  165
explosion,  271
integration,  167
item,  160
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order BOM,  285
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parameter effectivity,  171
processing function,  165
project BOMs,  166
reporting options,  172
single level,  161
single-level BOM explosion/order 

configuration,  285
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super BOM,  263
technical type,  171
time-based validity,  171
top element,  163
transfer,  432
usage,  168
validity,  171
variant BOM,  172
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Bill of material (BOM) (Cont.)
WBS BOM,  166

Billing a service order or return/repair order,  
359

BOM-SAP PS integration,  167
Book conclusions,  22
Book outline,  19
Breakdown maintenance,  393
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy,  722
Budget release function,  532
Budgeting methods and budget categories,  

390
Business applications,  26
Business completion,  397
Business Context Viewer (BCV),  740, 757

configuration,  764
dashboard,  758
previews,  758
query view,  758
quick view,  758

Business Explorer Suite,  790
Business intelligence,  126, 739
Business partner,  115, 340, 554
Business process,  18, 289

development collaboration,  298
engineering (ETO),  299
engineering (MTO),  300
product development,  295
quality assurance and control,  659

Business scenario
CAD-driven design,  301
change and configuration management,  602, 

680
new product development,  292, 293
process engineering,  304
product variants,  283

Business to business (B2B),  718, 724
Business to consumer (B2C),  718, 724
Business to employee (B2E),  718, 724

B2E app by SAP,  734
B2E app for SAP by Syclo,  726

C

CAD,  35, 160
CAD Desktop,  204, 215

CAD integration and technical completion,  
296

CAD (Cont.)
program,  167
program interface,  167
software,  35

Calculate product properties,  297
Call object created,  403
Capacity evaluation,  411
Capacity leveling,  411
Capacity requirements planning,  411
Catalog,  378
Catalog and parts management,  330
Catalog profile,  342
Categorize and classify,  382

technical object,  333, 374
CATS,  535
Central dependencies,  271
C-folders,  585, 587

bill of materials,  587
bookmark,  589
CAD Desktop,  588
customer-defined (generic) objects,  588
datasheet,  588
design collaboration,  585
discussion,  588
document and template,  587
engineering change numbers,  587
manufacturer part number,  588
material,  587
notes,  588
notification,  588
product variant structure/iPPE object,  588
subscribe,  589
technical asset,  588

Change management for documents,  201
Change management in Recipe Management,  

235
Change master data,  602
Change vehicle report,  696
Characteristics,  264
Class and class hierarchy,  253
Classification,  205, 246, 611

additional data,  250, 251
assign table/field to characteristic,  250
authorization objects,  254
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Classification (Cont.)
authorizations,  254
basic data,  251
features,  247
grouping functions,  252
reporting,  248, 257
tabs,  250
values,  250, 251

Classification (CA),  246, 247, 248, 256
Classification portfolio hierarchies,  115
Classify objects,  248, 254
Closed-loop inspection planning,  602, 630
Code name “Edison”,  128, 129, 130, 131, 132
Collaboration,  37, 46, 584

application,  585
in projects,  591
product structure,  298
scenario,  585

Common risk framework,  82
Communicate order details to workforce,  358
Communication function,  588, 589
Company code,  152
Competitive scenario,  585
Complete recipe,  297
Completion,  396, 397
Complex product master data,  179
Complex structure,  327
Complex technical system,  323
Compliance,  78
Compliance analysis and report,  436
Compliance check,  435
Compliant User Provisioning (CUP),  93, 94
Components,  159
Comprehensive functional overview,  17
Concepts alternatives,  294
Condition-based scheduled maintenance,  319
Configurable standard general task list,  287
Configurable standard network,  288
Configuration management,  376
Configuration profile,  263, 268, 269
Configuring your own product,  258
Confirmation of completion of phase,  583
Confirmation of external activity,  396, 535
Confirmation of internal activity,  396
Confirmation of materials,  536
Confirmation of spare part,  397

Confirmation of tasks and checklist items,  582
Consumption data,  706
Continuous product and service innovation,  

49
Control recipe,  234
Convert drawings in neutral format,  305
Corrective action and preventive action 

(CAPA),  491, 610
Corrective maintenance,  399
Corrective tasks,  669
Cost center,  702
Cost collector,  692
Cost planning method

benefits,  519
integrated,  519

C-projects,  567
for Project Management,  585

Create and assign documents,  557
Create maintenance plan,  403
Create project,  405
Create task list,  403
Create work order,  394
Creation of the notification,  353
Criteria to set up functional location structure,  

324
Cross-industry solution map,  46
Custom application,  722
Customer master,  614
Customer repair order,  360

D

Dangerous goods,  452, 456
classification,  228
management,  225, 439, 451, 452
management process,  453
master data,  456

Dashboards,  124
Data concept for specification,  227
Data exchange to support SAP Product

compliance,  434
Data export to customers,  436
Data model,  261

iPPE,  263
SAP Risk Management,  82

Data source,  790
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Data warehouse,  766
Data warehouse model used in LIS,  756
Default,  157
Define development project,  650
Define product trial,  297
Definition of a project,  503
Dependency,  273

net,  274
variant table,  276

Determine product structure,  294
Diet,  229

diet group,  229
Direct synchronization,  702

after saving,  701, 702
plus workflow,  701

Discrete industries,  38
Distribute and allocate budgets,  532
Division,  152
Document access,  209
Document BOM,  203, 204
Document browser,  204
Document Data tab,  207
Document info record (DIR),  197, 198, 200, 

203
Document link,  206
Document Management,  194, 338, 568, 611

external DMS,  568
Document structure,  203
Document version,  201
Driver and transport scheduling,  712
Driver assignment,  712
Duet,  30
Dynamic Item Procedure (DIP) profile,  523

E

E2E Integrated Product Development,  603
Easy Cost Planning (ECP),  518
Electronic batch record (EBR),  610
Electronic data processing (EDP),  604
Embedded product compliance,  427
Emergency maintenance,  398
Enabling enterprise and business object 

search,  747
Engineering and R&D collaboration

business,  289

Engineering and R&D collaboration (Cont.)
goals,  291

Engineering change collaboration,  310
Engineering Change Management (ECM)

change record,  676
check feasibility of changes for affected objects,  

681
send required change,  680
track status,  683
validity parameters,  675

Engineering change order (ECO),  678, 683
convert into ECO,  681

Engineering change request (ECR),  680, 681
Engineering Client Viewer (ECL Viewer),  200
Engineering Workbench,  177, 179

benefits,  178
process flow,  178

Enhancement package,  32
Enhancing technical objects,  349
Enterprise Content Platform,  719
Enterprise risk and controls management,  91, 

92
Enterprise Role Management,  93, 95
Environmental and safety performance,  426
Environmental performance,  440
Equipment,  238, 324, 325

category,  700
hierarchy,  328
master,  693
master data,  702
requirements in recipe,  238

Exchange project and product data,  585
Execution Services,  537
Execution services,  220
Export to virtual prototyping,  296
External maintenance service,  705
External product data management system,  

432
Externally financed project or customer 

project,  513

F

Factory layout,  183
Factory trial,  242
Failure based maintenance,  319
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Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA),  
631, 633
action,  634
action and risk analysis,  639
creation,  636
defect analysis,  638
digital signature,  640
function analysis,  638
integration,  636
master data,  633
performing FMEA,  632
printing FMEA,  641
process,  636
question list,  636

Failure-based maintenance,  319
Feature and requirement structure,  293
Federal Drug Administration (FDA),  604, 610
Financial asset record,  700
Financial master data,  691
Find,  256
Finding documents,  208
Firefighter,  97

ID,  97
First product idea,  150
Five main market categories,  717
Fixed asset,  699
Fixed-price billing return/repair order,  359
Folder,  587
Formula for calculation of possible variations,  

259
Four categories of costs,  610
Fuel costs,  706
Fuel management,  706
Functional completion,  296
Functional location,  324

hierarchy,  324
structure,  325

Functional structure,  294

G

General recipe,  233, 234
Geographical information system (GIS),  314
Global Label Management,  443
Good Clinical/Laboratory/Manufacturing 

Practice (GCP, GLP, GMP),  604, 610

Governance, risk, and compliance (GRC),  66
ad hoc issue,  80

GxP compliance (ISO 9000),  610

H

Handover and takeover,  382
scenario,  383

Hardbooking,  576
Hazard,  82
Hazardous substance inventory,  462
Hazardous Substance Management,  439, 446, 

447, 459
Health and safety,  439
Human resource management integration,  563

I

Idea management and product development,  
127, 128

Identify and analyze product risk,  84
Identify breakdown,  394
Identify master data,  381
Identifying operational risks,  477
Import product structure,  298
Improvements,  320
Incident management,  704
Incident management and accident 

management,  439
Increased risk of noncompliance,  40
Industrial hygiene and safety,  225
Industry solution,  27
Inherent risk analysis,  85
Innovation analytics,  142
Innovation collaboration,  141
Innovation strategy,  49
Inspection,  400
Inspection method

method-dependent assignment,  626
method-independent assignment,  626

Inspection plan,  192, 619, 620, 652
Installation base,  348
Integrate SAP PLM to external systems,  213
Integrate strategic sourcing,  298
Integrated Product and Process Engineering 

(iPPE),  167, 180, 314
3D model,  188
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Integrated Product and Process Engineering 
(iPPE) (Cont.)
access node,  184
concept and design structure,  182
digital mock-up (DMU),  188
factory layout (FLO),  183
functional structure,  182
model,  183
process structure (ACT),  183
product designer,  185
product structure,  182
product variant structure (PVS),  183, 184, 

263
requested structure,  182
SAP-PS integration,  168
scenarios,  186
structure node,  184
user profile,  187
view node,  184

Integrated product design workbench,  292
Integrated product development,  37, 301
Integration,  590, 591, 795
Integration to Capacity Planning in PPM,  571
Integration to engineering change process,  

304
Interface design,  271
Interfacing,  314
Internally financed project,  513
Investments in research and development,  508
ISO 10012,  607

K

Kaplan & Norton Strategy Management 
system,  54

Knowledge Management,  566
Knowledge Provider (KPro),  199

L

Label,  242
Labeling scenario,  444
Laboratory Information Management System,  

610
Large volume,  590
Lean plant maintenance scenario,  420

Lifecycle data management,  37, 149
Lifecycle of a document,  202
Lifecycle of an investment measure,  546
Link between specification and material,  455
Link to material,  231
Local dependency,  271
Logbook,  369
Logistic general master data,  612
Logistic value chain,  605
Logistics

Variant Configuration,  247
Logistics Information System (LIS),  740

components,  753
Early Warning System,  753
Logistics Information Library,  753
planning/forecasting,  754
Reporting,  753

Logistics process,  229
Logistics Supply Chain,  611
Long-term consumption,  695

M

Main transactional object,  350
Maintain classification master data,  248
Maintain quality manual,  658
Maintenance activity,  319
Maintenance and customer service,  20

processes,  379
Maintenance and operations,  317
Maintenance cost budgeting,  385, 387
Maintenance Event Builder (MEB),  404, 405

process,  405
Maintenance master data,  691
Maintenance notification,  351
Maintenance of documents,  214
Maintenance order,  692
Maintenance plan,  192, 364
Maintenance strategy,  366
Maintenance task list,  367
Make to order (MTO),  300

individual products,  269
Manage and coordinate problem notifications,  

669
Manufacturing,  234
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Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence 
(MII),  29

Market launch management,  143
Master data,  153

dangerous goods,  452
objects used for ECM,  675
process,  278
record,  333
SAP EHS Management and SAP Product 

Compliance,  441
Master data elements,  333
Master recipe,  192, 234, 622
Material,  154

material and waste code example,  466
material flow,  531
material specification,  621
material type,  156
material variant,  268
material view,  155
unit of measure,  158

Material master,  154, 263, 445, 613
Material safety data sheet (MSDS),  225, 242, 

440
Measurement document,  331, 361
Measurement point,  696
Measurement reading,  362
Measuring points and counters,  330
Mobile application,  718
Mobile Consumer Application Platform 

(MCAP),  719
Mobile device,  716
Mobile Device Management (MDM),  718
Mobile enterprise application platform 

(MEAP),  718
Mobile scenario,  423
Monitor portfolio,  116, 123
Monitor problems and actions,  671
More-than-one-pair-of-eyes principle,  205
Multilevel BOM explosion,  285
Multiple equipment master,  702
Multisite CAD files management,  215

N

Networked economy,  39
New Product Development and Introduction 

(NPDI),  49, 143
functional execution,  127
new product introduction,  143
pipeline,  142
pyramid,  49

New product ideas,  49
No synchronization,  701
Notification type,  704
Nutrient,  228
Nutrient group,  229
Nutritional label,  232

O

Object dependency,  263, 264, 271
action,  273
constraint,  272
pre-condition,  272
procedure,  272
selection condition,  272

Object information,  350
Object link,  332

different types,  332
Object type,  700
Occupational health,  225
One-pair-of-eyes principle,  205
One-step configuration (no BOM),  284
Open PS,  121, 595
Operational project management in PPM,  562
Operational Risk Management,  427

continuous improvement model,  473
objectives,  473

Operations,  191
cross-functions,  46

Optimized asset operations and maintenance,  
317

Order and suborder,  358
Order fulfillment,  714
Order processing with WCM,  418
Organizational data,  151

setup,  380
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Organizational element,  151
Original equipment manufacturer (OEM),  584

P

Partner application,  722
PDM systems,  35
Performing a stability test,  653
Permit,  346
Phantom assembly,  161
Phrase,  231
Pilot plant,  241
Planned residual risk analysis,  85
Planning board capacity overview,  526
Planning board cost and revenues overview,  

526
Planning board maintenance orders,  526
Planning board materials,  526
Planning scenario,  391
Plant,  152
Plant Maintenance task list,  621
Pool,  706
Pool Asset Management (PAM),  415, 706, 707
Pool car management,  706
Pool planning board,  708
Pool reservation,  708
Populate dangerous goods document,  457
Portal,  209
Portfolio,  109

portfolio assignment,  556
portfolio level,  507
portfolio master data,  109

PPM 5.0,  107
PPM collaboration

organize with partners,  558
PPM integration

SAP ERP 6.0,  552
PP-PI master recipe,  239
Prerequisites for refurbishment process,  412
Preventive and occupational medicine,  439
Preventive maintenance,  319, 401, 705

costs,  693
execution,  404
plan,  402

Pricing conditions,  263, 264
Pricing with product variant,  282

Print label,  445
Privileged user,  96
Process categories,  45
Process handover and takeover,  384
Process industries,  38
Process of creation of material,  157
Process structure,  264
Process-oriented functional location,  324
Process-oriented permit,  347
Procurement,  590
Procurement and contract management,  691
Product Availability Matrix (PAM),  32
Product Centric View (PCV),  758
Product change management,  21, 602, 673
Product compliance,  21, 39, 426
Product concept,  137
Product data,  149
Product data management,  20, 35, 45
Product design workbench,  293
Product designer,  167
Product development,  46, 234, 292

process for discrete industries,  295, 296
Product development and collaboration,  45, 

289, 601
Product feature and requirement structure,  

293
Product foundation,  45
Product information distribution,  282
Product innovation management,  106
Product Innovation Management (PIM),  584
Product insight and analytics,  22, 739
Product intellectual property (IP),  91
Product intelligence,  739

processes,  741
Product label,  232, 446
Product laws,  426
Product legislation,  430
Product lifecycle management,  17, 18, 19, 34
Product management,  19, 45
Product portfolio,  18
Product quality,  21, 603

management,  603
master data,  601, 605, 611

Product regulations,  39
Product risk,  81, 82
Product risk management,  81
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Product routings,  191
Product safety and stewardship,  426, 440
Product strategy and planning,  49, 51
Product structure,  182

browser,  173, 175
release for process engineering,  305

Product variant,  261
structure (PVS),  264
structure and configuration,  280

Production master data,  167, 233
Production Planning (PP-PI),  242
Production planning operations,  177
Production steps,  191
Product-related data,  150
Project,  504
Project and Resource Management with 

SAP ERP,  511
Project approval and budgeting,  531
Project characteristics,  504
Project collaboration,  584
Project documentation,  565
Project hierarchy,  504
Project management and project scheduling,  

21, 503, 551
Project release step,  533
Project team members,  18
Project-oriented maintenance,  404
Project-related data,  150
Prototyping and production ramp-up,  127, 

311
for discrete industries,  312
for process industries,  313

Publish product structure,  298
Purchasing group,  152
Purchasing organization,  152
Purpose of classification,  247

Q

QM integration,  611
Qualitative master inspection characteristics,  

625, 660
Quality assurance and control,  602, 603, 659

activities,  606
request for inspection,  663
trigger,  660

Quality assurance and control (Cont.)
trigger caused by an event,  660

Quality certificate of analysis,  665
Quality costs,  610
Quality engineering,  602, 605, 650

business process,  602
control plan,  643, 644, 649

Quality gates in logistic value chain,  605
Quality improvement,  602, 607, 666, 802
Quality Information record procurement,  616
Quality Information record sales,  618
Quality inspection,  663

decision,  665
in recipe,  237

Quality Management Information System 
(QMIS),  673

Quality master data,  601, 605, 611, 652
Quality planning basic data,  622

catalog,  623
class characteristics,  626
inspection methods,  626
master inspection characteristics,  624, 625
production resource/tool (PRT),  629
sample,  627
sample drawing procedure,  629
set,  624
work center,  629

Question list,  491, 492

R

Real substance group,  228
Reasons to execute preventive maintenance,  

401
Recipe,  224, 233

trial management,  240
Recipe formula,  238, 239
Recipe header,  233, 235
Recipe ingredient,  233
Recipe integration,  237
Recipe Management,  224, 225, 232, 653

reporting,  242
Recipe process model,  236
Recipe process parameters,  237
Recipe production,  239
Recipe structure,  233
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Record incident,  475
Record quality problems,  667
Redlining and measuring,  589
Reference functional location,  337
Reference operation set,  620
Refurbishment of spare parts,  412
Registration, Evaluation, and Authorization of 

Chemicals (REACH),  426
compliance,  429, 431, 436
endpoint data management,  437
material assessment,  436
portfolio reporting,  438

Release feature and requirement structure,  
294

Release product structure,  295
Reliability-centered maintenance (RCM),  321
Reporting and analysis,  80, 409
Reporting cockpit,  125
Reporting with comprehensive SAP products,  

765
Reporting, querying, and analyzing,  740, 744
Residual risk analysis,  85
Resource management

business process,  572
prerequisites,  571
via authorization,  570
via responsible organization,  571

Return on investment (ROI),  42
Returns and repairs,  407
Revenue planning

options,  521
Risk Analysis and Remediation (RAR),  93
Risk analysis types,  85
Risk assessment,  87
Risk bow tie model,  84
Risk level matrix,  86
Risk management

financial compliance,  99
information system,  82

Risk mitigation,  108
Risk surveys,  85
Risk-based inspection (RBI),  321
RoHS,  426

compliance,  426
Role,  554
Role staffing and distribution,  575

Roles for maintenance cost budgeting,  392
Routing,  192, 621

S

Sales area,  152
Sales organization,  152
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise,  740, 741

three core products,  743
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Author,  743
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Generator 

application,  743
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise product and asset 

navigation capabilities,  741
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer,  743
SAP Access Control,  91, 92, 93

Compliant User Provisioning (CUP),  94
SAP Access Control-driven provisioning,  97

SAP Advance Metering Infrastructure,  29
SAP Afaria,  722
SAP analytics tools,  744
SAP application,  722
SAP Audit Management,  429, 488

follow-up actions,  498
master data objects,  491

SAP Business All-in-One,  30
SAP Business ByDesign,  30
SAP Business Content (BI Content),  775
SAP Business Explorer (SAP BEx),  747, 778
SAP Business One,  30
SAP Business Planning and Consolidation (SAP 

BPC),  532, 691
SAP Business Suite,  26, 30, 688
SAP BusinessObjects,  28

SAP BusinessObjects Analysis, edition for 
OLAP,  789

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (SAP 
BusinessObjects BI),  593, 689, 740, 765, 
782, 784

SAP BusinessObjects Explorer,  786
SAP BusinessObjects Sustainability Perfor-

mance Management,  29
SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence (WebI),  

787
SAP Carbon Impact,  29
SAP Cash Management,  538
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SAP community,  25
SAP Crystal Reports,  786
SAP Customer Relationship Management (SAP 

CRM),  27, 317, 689
integration,  347

SAP Customer Service (SAP CS),  317, 322, 704, 
712

SAP Document Management System (SAP 
DMS),  132, 194, 568, 688, 698
authorization,  207
benefits,  195
business information,  197
characteristic,  204
classification,  204
integration,  204
master data,  196
original document,  199
SAP Easy Document Management,  209, 211
SAP GUI,  209
SAP NetWeaver portal,  210
SAP secure storage area,  199
standard user interface,  209
status log,  202
status management,  202
supported file types,  201
UI portal,  209
UI WebDocument,  209, 211

SAP ecosystem,  23
SAP EHS Quality Issue mobile app,  734
SAP EHS report templates,  461
SAP EHS Safety Issue mobile app,  735
SAP Energy and Environmental Resource 

Management,  427
SAP Engineering Change Management (ECM),  

170, 178, 201, 337, 601, 611
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SAP Enterprise Asset Management (SAP EAM),  
47, 318

SAP Enterprise Performance Management 
(SAP EPM),  61

SAP Enterprise Project Connection,  596
SAP Environment, Health, and Safety Manage-

ment (SAP EHS Management),  21, 29, 225, 
425, 428, 439, 688
risk assessment,  477
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SAP ERP Controlling (CO),  611, 688
SAP ERP Financials Asset Accounting (FI–AA),  

345, 611, 688, 698, 715
SAP ERP Human Capital Management (SAP 

ERP HCM),  689
SAP ERP Solution Map,  46
SAP Event Management,  715
SAP Fleet Management,  687

administration,  690
benefits,  688
maintenance,  703
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operations,  705

SAP footprint,  18
SAP Governance, Risk, and Compliance (SAP 

GRC),  49, 66, 71, 92
ad hoc issue,  78
Business Configuration Set,  74
central master data,  71
central process hierarchy,  72
compliance framework,  67
content lifecycle management,  78
distribute and receive quizzes,  80
distribution,  80
financial assertions,  74
master data,  72
master data creation process,  77
policy,  77
procedures,  77
product compliance,  78
regulations,  76
risk and risk classifications,  75
SAP Compliance Management,  78
SAP Policy Management,  78, 79
SAP Process Control,  69

SAP GUI,  209
SAP HANA,  31
SAP Inventory Manager by Syclo,  731
SAP Investment Management,  503, 507, 543, 

549, 690
appropriation request,  545
approval of investment idea,  548
business process,  547
business scenario,  546
capital investment,  508
close investment measure,  548
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create investment measure,  548
data model,  544
execute investment measure,  548
investment idea,  547
investment program,  544, 547
monitoring and reporting,  548
planning and budgeting at program level,  547
with money flow,  549

SAP Manufacturing Integration and Intelli-
gence (SAP MII),  610

SAP Materials Management (SAP MM),  225, 
327, 689

SAP Mobile
benefits,  716
future direction,  721
Platform,  30, 687, 715, 719, 722
product portfolio,  717

SAP Mobiliser 5.1,  718
SAP Multiresource Scheduling,  357
SAP NetWeaver,  27, 29
SAP NetWeaver Business Client 3.5 for Desk-

top (NWBC),  757
SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse (SAP 

NetWeaver BW),  689, 740, 747, 765, 766
Accelerator,  747
architected data mart,  767
architecture,  767
characteristics,  770
data model,  770
data warehouse,  767
dimension and key figures per SAP PLM 

solution,  772
InfoProvider InfoCube,  770
key figure,  770
MultiProviders,  770
operational data store,  768
persistent staging area (PSA),  767
running reports,  778
unit,  770

SAP NetWeaver Enterprise Search,  132, 740
SAP NetWeaver Identity Management (SAP 

NetWeaver ID Management),  93, 97
ID Management-driven provisioning,  97

SAP NetWeaver Search and Classification 
(TREX),  747

SAP NetWeaver Visual Composer,  791
SAP Plant Maintenance (SAP PM),  317, 322, 

688, 704, 712
benefits,  322
standing order,  693
work order,  354

SAP PLM-relevant InfoCube,  777
SAP Process Control,  91, 92, 98

assessment,  101
business process,  99
control risk assessment,  100
data model,  98
material analysis,  100
risk assessment,  100
roles and authorizations models,  99
surveys and manual tests,  100
systems,  314
test strategy,  100

SAP Product and Portfolio Management 
(PPM),  106, 116, 132, 551
approval,  553
approval and status management,  559
as central tool,  594
bottom-up,  558
checklist,  553
collection,  123
core,  593
cross-project visibility,  580
data model,  108, 553
define portfolio structure,  116
define strategy,  118
define the relevant project roles,  573
document,  554
enriching,  116
execute and track,  582
financial integration,  560
governance,  108
initiative,  113
integration,  108, 559, 593
manage resources,  570
manage visibility,  578
maximize portfolio value,  108
mirrored task,  580
notes,  554
object link,  569
operational level,  506
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SAP Product and Portfolio Management (PPM) 
(Cont.)
phase,  553
processes,  116
program,  580
project closure,  583
project dashboard,  578
project definition,  553
project lead,  570
project level,  506
project scheduling,  558
project version,  554
propose as candidate,  577
qualification,  554
review and control of portfolio objects,  121
review and control portfolio objects,  116
simulation version,  555
snapshot version,  554
sourcing scenarios,  570
status management,  583
status report,  583
subproject,  580
tasks and checklist,  554, 559
transparency and informed decisions,  108

SAP Product Compliance,  425
generating worklist items,  433
process,  435
registration management,  438
task management,  431
worklist management,  432, 433

SAP Product Data Management (SAP PDM),  
149, 151

SAP Product Definition,  132
alignment of portfolio with strategic 

objectives,  134
concept development,  137
concept template,  137
draft proposal,  137
global features,  133
idea/insight management,  135
improve time to market,  133
innovation and requirements management,  

134
integration,  134
mitigate R&D pipeline risk,  134
process insight and ideas,  136

SAP Product Definition (Cont.)
rate ideas,  137
requirement management process,  139
submit an idea/insight,  136
targeted ideation,  135

SAP Product Lifecycle Management (PLM),  17, 
28
7.02,  31
benefits,  42
challenges,  38
data replication,  307
end-to-end processes,  35
features,  18
foundation,  46
implementable steps,  35
integration,  213
interface,  213
new user interface,  189
operational reporting,  745
Solution Map,  44, 740
solutions,  19
trends,  38

SAP product portfolio,  25
SAP Product Safety,  446

report management,  447
SAP Production Planning (PP),  233, 247, 300
SAP products available for projects 

management,  503
SAP Project and Portfolio Management (PPM),  

106, 503, 506, 690
SAP Project Builder, main areas,  515
SAP project management solutions,  505
SAP Project System (SAP PS),  503, 505, 690

activity type,  527
actual data,  533
budget locked or frozen,  532
claims,  539
confirmation of stock materials,  536
cost planning,  518
detailed planning,  518
execution and monitoring,  533
externally processed activity,  528
financial view of a project,  514
initial and detailed planning,  517
internally assigned activity,  527
manual revenue planning,  521
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SAP Project System (SAP PS) (Cont.)
material planning,  529
material requirements planning,  530
network and activities,  514
network costing method,  520
organizational structure element,  511
overall planning,  518
period-end closing,  541
plan revenues into your project,  522
progress tracking,  538
project as an example,  514
project closing,  543
project initiation,  513
project planning board,  524, 525
project reporting,  543
project reporting and monitoring,  539
project settlement,  542
project with activities,  524
project without activities,  524
relevant organizational data,  512
resource planning,  527
revenue planning,  521, 522
service processed activities,  529
statistical key figures,  540
template,  517
unit costing,  518

SAP Quality Management (QM),  247, 601
SAP Recycling Administration,  469

article,  470
SAP Rounds Manager by Syclo,  730
SAP SCM Solution Map,  714
SAP Service Manager by Syclo,  729
SAP Services,  722
SAP Solution Manager,  32
SAP Store,  722
SAP Strategic Enterprise Management (SAP 

SEM),  691
SAP Strategy Management,  51, 690

add and prioritize initiatives,  66
align the organization,  59
balanced scorecard,  57
benefits,  52
comparisons,  60
conduct strategic analysis,  54
corporate strategy,  59
formulating strategy,  55

SAP Strategy Management (Cont.)
hotspots,  56
identify mission and vision,  54
initiative,  57
initiative management,  58
objectives,  60
pathway,  58
responsible owner,  60
risk mitigation,  62
supported business process,  54
test and adapt,  65
translate the strategy,  56

SAP Strategy Management key risk indicators 
(KRIs),  56, 57

SAP Supplier Relationship Management (SAP 
SRM),  27, 297, 689

SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM),  
27, 226, 689

SAP sustainability,  428
SAP Timesheet mobile app,  735
SAP Transportation Management,  715
SAP Transportation Management (TM),  689, 

715
SAP user groups,  24
SAP Waste and Recycling,  462
SAP Work Manager by Syclo,  727
SAP Work Order Manager,  728
SAP’s geographical regions,  23
Sarbanes-Oxley Act,  74
Saving triggers a workflow,  701
Scenarios supported in c-folders,  585
Schedule maintenance plan(s),  403
Search engine service (SES),  747
Searching,  589
Searching based on classification information,  

248
Searching documents,  215
Searching for classified objects,  255
Secure storage,  214
Serialized equipment,  327
Service and maintenance structure 

management,  322
Service contracts,  367
Service level agreement (SLA),  727
Set up initial recipe,  297
Set up of technical objects,  381
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Set up product structure,  295
Shift note,  371
Shift report,  369, 372
Shipping point,  152
Short consumption,  695
Site recipe,  233
SoD violations,  94
Softbooking,  576
Spare parts

management,  705
management and maintenance catalogs,  377

Specialized data management,  37
Specification agent,  460
Specification database,  442

agent,  445
integration,  225

Specification Management and Recipe
management,  224, 225, 435

Specification to material link,  225
Stability study,  653
Standard equipment category,  326
Standard network,  192
Standard reporting in SAP ERP,  748
Standard reports and lists,  749
Standard SAP PM/SAP PS scenario,  404
Standard-delivered quality documents,  618
Statistical process control (SPC),  609
Status and Tracking System (STS),  392
Status management,  346
Storage location,  152
Strategic as operational project management,  

552
Strategic planning

capacity planning,  119
financial planning,  118
portfolio planning,  116, 118

Strategy,  319
Strategy Management

mobile app,  724
Strategy management pillars,  52
Strategy sourcing and supply chain,  127
Structure,  381
Structured collaboration,  587, 588
Subitem,  161
Subject matter expert (SME),  135
Substance,  224, 227, 231

Substance data management,  437
Substance data object,  229
Substance volume tracking (SVT),  447, 449

check product,  449
process,  449

Substances and phrases,  459, 795
Subunits of Business to Employee (B2E)

B2E app by SAP,  734
B2E app for SAP by Syclo,  726

Successful managing project,  551
Super task list,  263
Superuser Privilege Management (SPM),  93, 

96, 97
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Sys-

tems (SCADA),  314
Supplementary process,  410
Supplementary quality management areas,  

609
Supplementary used master data,  692
Supplier communication,  436
Supplier Management,  652
Supply chain collaboration,  437
Sustainability,  28

SAP solutions,  428
Sustainability reporting and analytics,  427
Sybase,  687
Sybase Unwired Platform from Sybase 2.2,  

718, 719
Syclo,  687
Syclo apps

integration,  731
Synchronization,  700
System architecture,  790
System performance,  278

T

Technical completion
preventive maintenance,  404

Technical completion of the work,  397
Technical data collection,  397
Technical object,  322, 333, 335, 336

data transfer,  337
maintenance catalog,  341
mass update,  337
master data,  323
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Technical object (Cont.)
using BOM,  376

Technical object usage information,  327
Technical objects

business partner,  339
Technical vehicle details,  691
TechniData,  490
Test equipment interfacing,  609
Test strategy,  89
Thumbnail,  215
Time zone support,  358
Time-dependent data,  702
Top-down scheduling,  558
Total productive maintenance (TPM),  320
Total quality management (TQM),  604
Traceability,  615
Track and trace,  715
Tracking and monitoring,  511
Transaction IW21/IW24,  351
Transfer,  589
Transformation prerequisite,  239
TRansport EMergency Cards (tremcards),  458
Transportation and real world awareness,  714
TREX search engine,  142, 747
Trial,  242
Trial management,  240, 657
Trial master data,  240

U

UN listed substance,  228
Unplanned costs,  693
Update technical structure,  397
User interface,  593, 791

V

Variant Configuration,  165, 258, 259
applied in other settings,  287
characteristics,  263

Variant Configuration (Cont.)
configuration profile,  263
knowledge base within the classic scenario,  262

VDA (Federation of the German Motor 
industry),  604

Vehicle administration,  715
Vehicle disposal and reselling,  703
Vendor master,  614
Vendor quality notification,  667
Verify configuration,  382
Verify features against requirements,  294
Verify product structure,  294
Versions with ECM,  202
Very tight integration,  510
View CAD drawing,  215
Virtual communities,  25
Visualization and publications,  368

W

Warranty,  342
Claim Processing component,  419
management,  705

Waste approval,  467
Waste disposal,  467
Waste management,  225

process,  464
terms,  463

WebDocument,  209
Windows Word Processor Integration (WWI),  

740
Work Clearance Management (WCM),  417
Work order

execution,  395
structure,  354

Worklist management,  435
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